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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X- 64727
A COMPARISON OF CMG STEERINGLAWS FOR HIGH ENERGY
ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORIES (HEAOs)
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
During the past year and one-half, the Preliminary Design Office,
Program Development at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has conducted
rather extensive Phase A studies of spacecraft designed to detect and observe
high energy radiation sources. These spacecraft have been designated as high
energy astronomy observatories (HEAOs). Missions A and B are supposed
to scan the entire celestial sphere over an extended time period and, then,
point to selected radiation sources [1]. Mission C has been designated only to
point to selected targets. All HEAO configurations utilize solar panels to
receive power and, hence, must be solar oriented within certain power and
thermal constraints. HEAO-C, however, has more demanding pointing specifi-
cations than HEAO-A or -B. Due to the limitations of fuel weight and inherent
limitations in pointing performance of an all thruster reaction control system
(RCS), control moment gyros (CMGs) have been baselined for HEAO-C.
An RCS will be used for momentum management of the CMGs, but electro-
magnets offer more growth potential and allow continuous CMG momentum
dump without interrupting vehicle pointing (Appendix A). This report contains
a description of the CMG system which has been selected during preliminary
studies for HEAO. More specifically, the orientation of the CMGs relative
to the HEAO reference axes have been selected to provide a near spherical
momentum envelope with all CMGs operational and also provide complete
vehicle control, even with one CMG failed.
Four single gimbal (SG) CMGs are arranged in a skewed configuration
about the sun pointing vehicle axis. To provide effective vehicle control
torques, the CMGs must be gimbaled in response to an attitude error signal.
As will be shown, the gimbal commands are not necessarily unique but depend
upon the assumptions made to obtain a solution to the CMG torque equations.
Whatever the solution, it is referred to as the CMG "steering law." Several
condidate steering laws are derived and evaluated according to their effective-
ness in producing the control torque required by the attitude error signal.
The candidate steering laws are the constantgain, MSFC maximum
contribution, pseudo inverse, Bendix three gimbal inverse, General Electric
(G. E.) transpose with torque feedback, and the Teledyne Brown Engineering
Company (BECO) H-distribution. Each steering law was utilized in conjunc-
tion with the Euler equationsfor HEAO (Appendix B) with the four skewed
SGCMGs in a digital simulation (Appendix C) to obtain the corresponding
vehicle pointing performance. Each steering law was then evaluated on the
basis of complexity in implementation, accuracy of pointing performance,
avoidance of mathematical singularities, possible CMG gimbal angle positions
which prevent the desired torque from being produced (gyro hang-up), adap-
tion to a CMG failure, and performance after a failure. Based on accumulated
study results, the pseudoinverse CMG steering law is recommendedfor
HEAO.
SECTION II. CMG CONFIGURATION SELECTION
A. Introduction to CMG Control
The path of an orbiting vehicle is predetermined by its orbital param-
eters, essentially that of a free-falling ballistic trajectory in its orbit. The
basic objective of the spacecraft attitude control system is not to change its
orbital path but to maintain a prescribed attitude _ orientation) as a function
of time relative to inertial space irrespective of the flight path. The principle
of conservation of angular momentum led to the "momentum exchange" idea,
whereby in the absence of externally applied.torques, if one part of a closed
system increased its momentum by a specified amount, the remainder of the
system lost an equal amount of momentum. An example is a flywheel sup-
ported by a frame hard-mounted to the spacecraft with a momentum given by
Ifwf : H t , (i)
where If is the flywheel inertia, Wf is the wheel angular velocity, and Hf
is the flywheel momentum. By decreasing the flywheel speed, a torque is
generated about the flywheel spin axis which counter rotates the spacecraft.
The angular momentum stored in the flywheel decreases in proportion to the
change in flywheel velociLy while the spacecraft momentum, H , increases.
v
Since the flywheel support frame is hard-motmted to the spacecraft, the torque
applied to the spacecraft is given by
__ dH "--
dt If Wf (2)
After the flywheel momentum has been decreased by a prescribed amount,
AWf , the total momentum of the flywheel and spacecraft must remain
constant assuming that no external torques act on the spacecraft. The change
in spacecraft velocity, AW due to an arbitrary change in flywheel nlomen-
V '
tum is
If AWf
AW -
v I (3)
V
where I is the vehicle moment of inertia about the axis aligned with the fly-V
wheel spin vector.
Consider a constant-speed flywheel that is mom_ted on a gimbal rela-
tive to the spacecraft. By rotating about the gimbal axis, the spin axis of the
flywheel and the direction of its momentum are changed relative to the vehicle.
Although the flywheel momentum remains constant, a gimbal rate h produces
the torque
"_L_
T = -(c_ × Nf) (4)
which is perpendicular to both the gimbal axis and flywheel momentum vector.
After the flywheel momentum has been rotated by a prescribed snlall
amount, Aa , the corresponding change in the spacecraft velocity required
to conserve angular momentum can be approximated by
AW _-
&a If Wf
I
V
(5)
In the first example, the flywheel momentum value was varied,
whereas, in the second example the orientation of the flywheel momentum
vector relative to the vehicle was varied to obtain a torque. For either case,
the vehicle is reoriented relative to inertial space so that momentum is con-
served assuming no external disturbances. The first method is called reaction
wheel control, while the second is called gyro control. Generally, the gyro
rotor has constant speed of rotation and is referred to as a control moment
gyro. If only one gimbal is used to reorient the momentum, the CMG is
referred to as a SG CMG, whereas, if two gimbals are used, the CMG is
referred to as a double gimbal (DG) CMG. Since the vehicle requires three
degrees of freedom to maintain a prescribed orientation relative to inertial
space, the attitude control system must have actuators that provide effective
control torque about three independent axes. Hence, a momentum exchange
system must provide at least three degrees of freedom for control purposes.
Conceivably, one variable speed reaction wheel mounted on two gimbals could
provide three-axis control for the spacecraft. If SG CMGs are utilized for
momentum exchange, then at least three units are required for three-axis
spacecraft control. In addition, the three units must bc mounted relative to
each other such that three independent degrees of freedom are obtained.
B. Single Gimbai CMG
The characteristics of a SG CMG are illustrated in Figure 1. The
flywheel turns at a constant specd producing momentum directed along the
Y -axis. The flywheel momentum is rotated in the Y -Z plane by gimbalingC C c
about the X -axis, thereby producing a torque along the Z -axis. The torque
e c
produced obeys the vector cross product law, equation (4). Therefore, at any
instant of time, the torque produced must be perpendicular to both the gimbal
axis and the momentum axis. For example, assume that it is desired to
generate a vehicle torque which lies in the X -Y plane. Then the desired
C C
torque cannot be generated by the SG CMG shown. For any desired torque,
only the projection of that torque onto the Z -axis can be generated. From
c
this simplified example, it is apparent that at least three SG CMGs must be
utilized to obtain effective three-axis vehicle control. Moreover, the three
CMG torque axes, Z (c = 1, 2, 3) must span a three-dimensional vectorC
space. When the torque axes of a SG CMG system are coplanar, a control
torque perpendicular to that plane cannot be produced. Such a condition is
referred to as g_ro hang-up (ghu).
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i
Xc:GIMBAL AXIS (VEHICLE FIXED)
a,,= O.i c
ac
h c
FLYWHEEL
Z c
IL
TORQUE AXIS
hc = a c Xh c = ghk c
Yc: MOMENTUM AXIS
Figure 1. Single gimbal C MG.
The firstgeneral problem area is the selection of a momentum exchange
system that is appropriately sized to counteract the environmental disturbance
torques and, in addition, satisfyall specified vehicle maneuvering require-
ments.
The selected system must provide the following:
• Sufficient reliability/redundancy over the mission duration.
• Sttfficient torque to counteract disturbances.
• Adequate momentum storage.
• Adequate maneuver rates.
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• Spacecraft stability.
• Desired response characteristics.
• Adequatedegrees of freedom.
As general designcriteria, the CMGs should provide enoughmomentum
to counteract all environmental disturbances over a one-orbit period before
desaturation is required. In addition to cyclic disturbances, gravity gradient
torque almost always produces a secular momentum component which even-
tually saturates the CMGs. That is, the CMG system produces all the
momentum it can in a given direction until no more can be produced. The
mounting of the CMGs relative to the vehicle reference axes determines the
shape of the maximum momentum envelope within which the CMG system can
provide momentum. In general, the momentum envelope is shaped propor-
tional to the vehicle moment of inertia values, especially for an inertially
oriented spacecraft that does not maneuver very often. However, when the
spacecraft is reoriented, stored CMG momentum is transferred from one
axis to another. Therefore, the momentum envelope should be spherical for
spacecraft such as HEAO-C where many maneuvers are made, or for HEAO-A
where the spacecraft spins to scan the celestial sphere. Moreover, the CMG
mounting arrangement must permit the CMG torque vectors to span a three-
dimensional space to obtain the degrees of freedom required to control the
spacecraft. When four SG CMGs are used, as dictated by reliability consid-
erations for example, the most independency between CMGs [ 2] can be
obtained by arranging the CMGs symmetrically about a vehicle axis as shown
in Figure 2. The four SG CMGs are shown _t a zero momentum state (null
position) and the CMG gimbM axes subtend an angle fi (skew angle) relative
to the body reference axis X . The skew angle can be used to shape the
r
momentum envelope. The motmting arrangement shown in Figure 2 is
referred to as four skewed CMGs and has been recommended for use on the
HEAO spacecraft [ 3].
Based on previous study results [4, 5], CMGs offer several advantages
over reaction wheels especially from a power and weight viewpoint. More-
over, based on hardware availability [ 6, 7], there are several SG CMGs that
are sized appropriately for the ttEAO-C spacecraft, from both a torque and
momentum viewpoint. For these reasons, SG CMGs have been baselined for
HEAO-C. To provide continued operation capability when one CMG fails, at
least four CMGs must be utilized. However, more than four may be dictated
by reliability considerations to achieve the required two-year lifetime. The
CMG system selected by Bendix for the HEAO-A [ 6] seems to satisfy the
• 4-250 FT-LB-SEC CMGS
• NULL POSITION SHOWN
• CMGS CONFIGURED
SYMMETRICALLY ABOUT
THE SUNWARD AXIS
• SKEWED 53.1 OEG =
X r = Z v
(SUN)
_4
/
/
/
Y3
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
Yr = Xv //
(LONG) //
/
/
/
/
/
/(I.
/
/
/
/
/
h2
Figure 2. CMG mounting arrangement relative to HEAO
reference axes.
HEAO-C requirements and, for commonality between the HEAO-A and -C
spacecrafts, it has been baselined as the HEAO-C momentum exchange system.
Figure 3 illustrates the CMG arrangement relative to vehicle reference axes.
Each CMG momentum vector is restricted to a plane that is skewed relative
to the vehicle Y -Z plane by the angle fi ; the four planes form a pyramidr r
whose apex is aligned with the vehicle X - axis; and each gimbal axis, X ,
r c
is perpendicular to its associated plane as shown. The configuration is
symmetrically skewed about the X vehicle axis so that none of the gimbal
r
X 1
ir X4
z 2
Y1
X 2
/
/
/
Y3
Zr
Y2
Yr
X
X 1Z_/
f'
/
/
/
Yr
", Z3
\ \ X 3
Y3
Zr
Figure 3. CMG coordinates relative to reference axes.
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axes are parallel and none are parallel to a vehicle axis. As a result, each
CMG can contribute momentum along each axis of the vehicle. If one CMG
fails, the remaining three CMGs provide the three degrees of freedom
required for attitude control.
Once the CMG configuration has been selected, the second general
problem area is closure of the attitude control loop through the momentum
exchange system by gimbaling the CMGs in response to the attitude error
signals. The logic and error signals which are used to drive the CMG gimbals
are delined as the CMG steering law. The steering law must be selected such
that the CMG torque produced closely approximates the desired vehicle control
torque that is needed to maintain the vehicle's specified orientation. The first
task that must be done prior to deriving a CMG steering law is to relate the
CMG momentum and torque to the vehicle control axis. The momentum of
each CMG must be projected into body control axes and summed to obtain the
total CMG system momentum. In carrying out the required operations, several
coordinate systems must be defined.
C. CM6 Reference Systems
For any single gimbaled CMG, a coordinate system in which the CMG
momentum is always constant along one axis (Fig. 4) is defined as follows:
i
C
unit vector &tong the gimbal axis X
C
Jc unit vector along the momentum axis Y
C
k unit vector along the torque axis Z
C C
The CMG coordinate system moves as the gimbal is varied with
respect to the spacecraft body axis. Therefore, the momentum is always
aligned with the Y -axis and the gimbal rate vector with the X -axis. The
C C
torque produced by the cth CMG obeys the vector cross product law and always
is aligned with the Z -axis. In the CMG constant momentum system, the
c
gimbal rate _ , momentum h , and the torque l_ can be written in
C C C
vector form as follows:
-- _ L , (,6)C C C
wh = h j , (7)
C C C
and
h = c_ x h = _ h (q. x j ) = a h k (8)
C C C C C C C C C
A second CMG system is defined by setting the CMG gimbal angle to
zero or to a position which nulls out the total momentum of all CMGs. Such
a reference, illustrated in Figure 5 by X Yn Z is defined as the CMGn' ' n'
null coordinate system. When the gimbal angle is zero, the CMG null system
is identical to the CMG constant momentum system. The CMG null system is
related to the constant momentum system by the rotation c_ about the gimbal
axis which is constant in either system. The subscript n denotes the null
coordinate system for a particular CMG. The vector matrix form the trans-
formation between the two systems is written as:
X == A X , (9)
c cn n
v
ic
/
X c = GIMBAL AXIS
Zc = TORQUE AXIS
"hc
Yc
AXIS
\ Zc Zn
\
\
\ ,," Yc
Jc \\ _ _
"" \ "hc _MOMENTUM _"
S oJ
X n =' Xc
Figure 4. CMG coordinate system. Figure 5. CMG null coordinate.
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where
C
X e
Yc
Z c
n
Yn I ,
Zn I
and A
cn
1
_ 0
0
CQ ¸
C
-Sa
C
Sc__
c
CQ
C
The manner in which the two CMG reference systems have been defined
permits the matrix A to hold for any single-degree-of-freedom CMG.
cn
However, the mounting of each CMG is unique.
Each CMG has its own null coordinate system uniquely defined relative
to the spacecraft body axis by its mounting arrangement. For each CMG, a
matrix transformation A must be derived to relate the spacecraft reference
nr
axis to the CMG null coordinates. The relation may be written as
n nr r '
where the subscript r denotes the body axis reference frame. The relation
between body and CMG constant momentmn systems is obtained by
C on n Oil llr r cr r '
where
G
cr
C C C
gll g12 gl3
C e c
g21 g22 g23
c c c
g31 g32 g33
ii
The elements of G are obtained by matrix multiplication of A and A
cr cn nr
and must be derived for each CMG. The letter c would take on the number
assigned to a specific CMG. Since the transformations in this case are
orthogonal, the inverse is identical to the transpose, which is denoted by an
asterisk sdperscript; hence,
X = G X (12)
r er c
Use of transformation (11) yields the following equations for the cth CMG
gimbal rate, momentum, and torque in body axes:
c
-- c ir c + g13 k ) (13)c_ :c_ (gll + g12Jr r 'C C
C C C
h =-h (g21 i r + g22 Jr + g23 k ) , (14)C C I
and
-- ( C Ci r g32C. + g33 k r) (15)h = ee h -gol + i rC C C
The equations for total momentum and torque from m CMGs is obtained by
summing the vector components:
m
(CMG) = _' h = h i +h Jr +11 k
c x r y z r
c=l
(16)
and
J.ll • • •
H (CMG)-: \_ h = h i +11 Jr+h k
c-f=i c x r y z r
(17)
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Due to environmental forces acting on an orbiting spacecraft, tim CMG
momentumvectors will deviate considerably from their null positions. For
most orbits in which the spacecraft is inertially oriented, momentum tends to
accumulate in somedirection due to biasedenvironmental forces. Under these
conditions the CMG n_omentun_becomesconcentrated in this direction until no
further momentmncan be obtained from the CMG system. This condition is
referred to as CMG saturation. To desaturatc the CMGs, a torque must be
applied to the vehicle such that the CMGs are driven back either to their null
position or some bias level by trying to counteract the applied torque.
D. Four-Skewed CMG Configuration
To develop a CMG steering law, the transformations, equation i 11),
must be derived for each CMG which relates its torque and momentum to
spacecraft reference axes. The four-skewed CMG configuration, baselined
for HEAO-C, is illustrated in Figure 3. EachCMG is shown at its null posi-
tion and the geometry between the CMG null and spacecraft reference coordi-
nates is illustrated. At the null position the momentum of CMG nmnber 1 and
number 3, as well as that of CMG number 2 and number 4, cancel. The
transformations are carried out by first rotating negatively about each Y
n
axis by the angle /3 which aligns the transformed X ' axis with X reference
n r
axis. The next rotation is about the once transformed X ' = X axis until
n r
the coordinates are alig_qed as follows: 0 about XI' , 270 degrees about X2' ,
180 degrees about Xa' , and 90 degrees about X4'. The results are sum-
marized as follows in the form of equation (10) for each CMG.
C/2, 0 - Si3
0 1 0
S_ 0 C/)
-_ n: 1
r ' (18)
e_
X2
ct3 s5 0
0 0 1
S_ - C/3 0
Xr ' n = 2 (19)
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_a
X3
c_
0
s_
0
-1
0
s_
0
-C/3
X
r
, n:3 (20)
N
X4
c_ -s_
0 0
s_ c_
0
_a
-1 X
r
0
, n=4 (21)
As given by equation (9), the transformation between spacecraft
reference and CMG constant momentum coordinates is
C
1
= 0
0
0 0
Ca' Soe
C C
-Sa Cc_
C C
n ' n = 1, 2, 3, 4 (22)
Equation (11) is obtained by substituting equations (18),
into equation (22) and carrying out the matrix multiplications with c = n .
(t9), (20), and (21)
For four-skewed CMGs, the transformations between body and CMG
constant momentum axes are summarized below.
CMG Number 1
Cfi () -S/_
SflSa, 1 Ca' 1 Ci3Sc, 1
SflC_ 1 -Sa' 1 C_3Ca 1
-_l = GlrX , Glrr
(23)
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C MG Number 2
X 2 = G2r _:r G 2r
c_
S/3Sa' e
S/3Cc_o
S,3 0
-C/380, '2 Cc_ 2
-CgCa 2 - Sa o
(24)
C MG Number 3
X3 = G3r Xr ' G3r
Cp'
= S5Sa, 3
S_Ca 3
0 S_o'
-Ca 3 -C,5Sc" 3
Sc_ 3 -C,2C c: 3
(25)
CMG Number 4
~
X4 = G4r r ' G4r = S//Sa 4 C_S_ -Ca 4
S_Ca 4 C/Co, 4 S(_ 4
(26)
Utilizing body to CMG transfornlations, the monlentunl for each CMG
can be written in body coordinates [equation (14) ] as
hi = hi Jl = hi (SflSc_l ir + ca1 Jr + CfiSa'l kr)
h2 = h2J2 = h2 (SfiS_2 i
r
ha = h3J3 _ h3 (8/38_3i
r
h 4 = h4j 4 :: h 4 (SfiSa' 4 i r
- C_Sa2 Jr + Ca'2 kr)
/
- - Ct?Sa' 3k ) 1Cce3 Jr r
+ CSSa'4 Jr - Cc_4 kr)
(27)
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The total CMG momentum is the vector sum of all CMG momentum
vectors [equation (16)];thus,
where
and
4
= )_ h = h i +h j +h k , (28)
c x r y r a rC=l
h = Sfl (h 1S_ 1 + h 2 S_ 2 + h 3 S_ 3 + h 4 Sa4)
x
h
Y
= h 1 Cc_ 1- h 3 Cc_ 3 + Cfl (h 4 Sa 4- tl 2 Sa 2)
h = h 2 Co: 2- tl 4 Cc_4+ Cfi (h 1 Sc_ l- h 3 Sa 3)
Z
As previously stated, the CMG momentum in reference coordinates will be
used as the basis for momentum management to prevent CMG saturation and
to make the CMGs operate about their null positions. The components of
equation (28) are zero when the gimbal angles are zero. However, there
are other combinations of g imbal angles which also produce a null momentum
condition.
Using equations (23) through (26), the individual CMG torques
[equations (8) and (15)] are obtained in reference coordinates as follows:
hi = al hl (SflCa'1ir - Sal Jr + CfiCai' kr}
•___ •
h 2 = o_ 2 h 2 (S/3Coz 2 ir - CfiCce2 Jr - Sc_2 kr)
h3 ::_3h3 (SflCc_3ir + S_3 Jr - C_C_3 kr)
h 4 = a 4 h 4 (S/3Ca 4 ir + CflCa4 Jr + Sa'4 kr)
(29)
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The totai CMG torque, equation (17), is obtained by summing the contribu-
tions from each CMG:
• 4 • • •
II _ "--h = h i + 11 j + 11 k
c 1 c x r y r z r
(30)
where
and
11 = S/3 (ozlhlCc_l+ceeh 0 C_2+c_3h3Ca3Tc_4h4Cd4 )X
h -oe¿ ll 1 Sc_ 1 _ c_2 h2 C/5 Cc_ 2 + a a 113 So\ 3 + a 4 114 C_Cc\ aY
11 a 1 h 1 CfiCa 1 - a', h 2 Sa, 2 _ a 3 113C:'dCcz S + c_4 h4 Sc_ 4Z
Equation (30) can be arranged in the vector matrix form
h x
111 :-
y .I
• I
h
. zJ
111 SdCc, 1 h 2 S/?C a z h a S,,;C_ :_ h,, S?C,:
-h 1 Sa 1 -h 2 C/3C(_ 2 113 Sc_ 3 114 Ci;C'(_ 4
hi C/3Ca'I -h2 S_ 2 -113 C/3Ca : h4 Sc 4
In compacted notation, equation (31) is written as
-F.
('t ,_
c 3
I
_(_4 J
tal)
H Cc_ (32)
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where C is a 3 by 4 matrix denoted as the CMG torque matrix and H and
I
are column vectors. Notice that the columns of C are vectors directed
along each CMG torque axis, Z . Since there are four torque vectors, the
c
columns are linearly dependent. In the foregoing sections, the momentum
and torque potentials for the baseline four-skewed CMG configuration have
been developed relative to the spacecraft reference axes. The next steps
are to select a skew angle and to examine several candidate steering laws.
E. Skew Angle and Momentum Capacity
The foregoing equations have been derived without selecting a specific
value for the CMG skew angle fl , which has been assumed to be equal for all
CMGs. Several factors enter into the selection of fi : (1) momentum capac-
ity per axis and total momentum envelope, (2) control torque capability
around the null position, (3) alignment of each gimbal axis to provide the
independent degrees of freedom required for three-axis control. When one
CMG has failed, the remaining three CMGs must be able to control the vehicle
without degrading performance. With this in mind, a skew angle of 45 degrees
would provide the greatest angular distance between gimbal rate vectors and
between reference and gimbal axes. The CMG system would, therefore,
provide the best operational capability with one CMG out. If the skew angle
were 90 degrees, control torques could be attained about each reference axis
but the X axis would have twice the momentum storage capacity as the other
r
two axes. Moreover, with one CMG out, severe cross coupling would result
on the X axis by trying to command only _ Y or Z torque. For
r r r
example, it h 1 were out, with fl equal 90 degrees, only CMG Number 3
could produce a Y axis torque, but that torque could not be produced with-
r
out also torquing the X and Z axes.
r r
The skew angle could be selected to give equal torque capability per
axis near the CMG null position. By setting the gimbal rates to some pre-
determined upper limit (depending on the CMG torque motor characteristics)
and setting the sign to give maximum torque per axis, equation (31) at the
null position reduces to the following equations:
il (max) = 4h S/3 a 1X
(max) : 2h C/3 c_
y 1
h (max) : 2h C$ (_'lZ
(33)
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Equating maximum torque components produces
tan (_) = 0.5 (34)
A skew angle of 26.6 degrees, therefore, provides equal torque per axis
capability near the CIViG null position. However, the momentum envelope is
not symmetric and, as the gimbal angles vary, the torque capability per axis
does not stay equal. Since the gimbal angles may become rather large if
momentum is dumped infrequently, equM torque per axis at the CMG null
does not appear to be a good criterion for selecting the skew angle.
A more logical approach is to select the skew angle so that the CMG
momentum envelope is spherical, that is, equal momentum capacity per axis.
By setting the gimbal angles to values which produce maximum momentum per
reference axis, equation (28) reduces to the following equations:
h (max) = 4h S[3
x
h (max) = 2h (1 + C{_)
Y
h (max) - 2h (1+ C_)
z
(35)
Equating maximum momentmn components produces
2 S_ :- 1 + Ci3 (36)
By squaring each side and eliminating $2/3 by trigonometric identity, the
following quadratic equation is obtained:
5 C2/3+ 2C¢?- 3 : 0 (37)
The solution of equation (37) gives a skew angle of 180 or 53.1 degrees.
However, 180 degrees is a false solution since the X axis momentum would
r
be zero. Table 1 gives the maximum momentum capability per axis for _everal
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TABLE 1. MAXIMUM MOMENTUM CAPABILITY FOR
FOUR-SKEWEDCMGs (ft-lb-sec)
h
CMG
9:,
50
1o0 0
2.5q! q}
/; (i {le_
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h _
X 3' ::
{I lul_
I} 21HI
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skew angles and CMG momentum values. With a skew angle of 53.1 degrees
and a unit CMG momentum of 250 ft-lb-sec, each axis has a CMG momentum
potential of 800 ft-lb-sec for control purposes. A skew angle of 28.1 degrees
gives twice as much momentum on the Y and Z axes as on the X axis,
r r r
whereas 45 degrees gives 150 ft-lb-sec less on the X axis as compared to
r
the transverse axis. Based on the foregoing analysis, a skew angle of either
45 or 53.1 degrees is recommended for HEAO-C.
An analog computer program has been developed 1 to determine the
maximum momentum surface that a particular set of/our single-degree-of-
freedom, skewed CMGs can generate. The CMGs are mounted so that their
momentmn vectors always lie in the planes of the faces of a pyramid, as
shown in Figure 3. As each CMG is gimbaled, its momentum vector will
rotate in the plane. No gimbal position or rate limits are placed on the CMGs,
and it is assumed that they have equal momentum. The angle of inclination
of the faces of the pyramid (fi) may be varied from 0 to 90 degrees.
There is always some total momentum vector H which is the vector
sum of the individual CMG nlomentum vectors. If the four CMGs were caused
to rotate in a random fashion, the locus of the tip of the total momentum vector
1. W. J. Weiler, PD-DO-ES, MSFC, contributed the material on CMG
momentum envelopes.
2O
would describe a solid. The boundary of this solid is the desired maximum
momentum surface, or momentum envelope. This envelope is a function of
the physical system and is independent of the control law used to command
the CMGs. However, a control law is a necessary part of the scheme used
to generate plots of the momentum envelope with the maximum contribution
steering law presently being utilized. The accuracy of this control law
determines the conformance of the representation to the actual envelope.
The program commands a total momentum vector of greater magnitude
than the system can produce. This commanded vector remains fixed in length
and follows a prescribed pattern in direction. It begins pointing up the
+X-axis. It then increments through a fixed angle in the X -Y plane toward
r r
the Y -axis and then revolves about the X -axis. It continues incrementing
r r
and rotating until it reaches the -X -axis. The control law causes the indi-
r
vidual CMGs to rotate making the total actual momentum vector follow the
commanded total momentum vector. The rectangular components of the
actual total momentum vector are plotted by an X-Y plotter to obtain various
views of the locus of its tip. Ideally, the actual vector would follow the com-
manded vector exactly in direction, and would maintain the greatest length
possible in every direction. Actually, due to sensitivity points and singularity
points of the control law, there is some deviation in parallelism of the actual
vector to that commanded in some regions, especially when the commanded
vector becomes nearly parallel with one of the CMG gimbal axes. In this
case the other CMGs must provide all the momentum in that direction and
also cancel out the CMG whose momentum is perpendicular to that direction.
One or more CMGs may be failed by setting its momentum to zero.
No modification to the control law is required when the CMGs are failed.
Figures 6 and 7 show profiles of the momentum envelopes for _ = 53.1
degrees with all CMGs operationai and with one CMG failed. The figures are
scaled in terms of normalized momentum where one major graph division
represents one H, the momentum of one CMG. Much distortion of the
surface is observed when a CMG is failed. The white areas centered about
the gimbal axis should be interpreted as depressions in the surface, not as
holes extending through the solid. The absence of contours in the regions
is mainly due to deviation of the actual vector from the commanded because of
control law sensitivity points. Depressions do exist there and have been
verified by digital computer simulations.
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SIDE VIEW
Figure 6. Four-skewec_ CMG maximum momentum envelope.
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Figure 7. l_Iaximum momentum envelope with ChlG number 4 failed.
When the vehicle is rotated, as in a normal 90 degree maneuver,
momentum is interchanged between vehicle axes. Simulations indicate that
environmental torques cause Ch[G momentum to accumulate in a bias direction.
These torques depend upon orbital and attitude hold conditions. By the proper
maneuver, the aecumulated momentum can be transferred to any other axis.
Since HEAO has to maneuver often, the phenomenon of momentum transfer
by maneuvering makes a near-spherical CMG momentum profile highiy desir-
able. A skew angle 9 of 53.1 degrees will produce the near-spherical
momentum envelope shown in Figure 6; therefore, it has been recommended
for HEAO. There are slight indentures at each C5IG gimbal axis because a
CMG eannot contribute any momentum along its gimbal axes. At the inden-
tures, I HI is about 675 ft-lb-sec for 4-250 ft-lb-sec CMGs. With one CSIG
failed, [HI at the indenture is about 368 ft-lb-see for three 250 ft-lb-sec
CMGs. It should be noted that doubling the i HI per C5IG wotfld also double
the size of the momentum envelope.
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SECTION III. CMG STEERING LAWS
A. Introduction
When the CMG gimbal angles are moved, a corresponding change
occurs in the momentum relative to the body axes. By definition, torque is
the time rate of change of angular momentum. Therefore, the spacecraft is
acted upon by a torque when the CMG gimbal angles are changing. In general,
a spacecraft control law is derived as a linear combination of sensor outputs
such as rate gyros, sun sensors, star trackers, etc., which have been
weighted by a constant gain on each output. The gains are selected to give
the desired vehicle response and stability characteristics. Ideal control
would be obtained if the torque called for by the vehicle control law could be
produced by the CMGs. The control law is typically derived with respect to
the spacecraft reference axes and may be written in the following general
vector form:
T = T i +T j +T k (38)
e cx r cy r cz r
The basic objective is the derivation of a CblG gimbal control law providing
some approximation of the torque specified by ti_e spacecraft control law,
The standard approach is to equate the total change in CMG angular
momentum H , equation (32), to the desired torque T The vector com-
c
ponents are equated with a negative sign and arranged in the following vector
matrix form:
T
CX
T
cy
T
CZ
3×n
Matrix
I_
G' 2
c_
]2
(39)
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The 3 by n matrix must be inverted to obtain a general solution for the CMG
gimbal rate commands. Several problems are obvious: (1) With four or
more CMGs, the linear system is tmderdetermined, meaning that when the
equationsare consistent there is an infinite nmnber of solutions !there are
only three equations but n unknowns); 1.2)For somegimbal angles, the
system is -known to be inconsistent and not all sets of gimbal angles producing
inconsistency have been determined (for some gimbal angle combinations no
solution exists) ; (3) These considerations and the algebra involved make a
general solution almost impossible without resorting to a digital computer.
A second approach is to restrict the range of the CMG gimbals and
assume small cieviations from tile CMG null positions, in such a case, small
angle approximations are used, sin c_ :: (_ and cos c_-: i , m_d the equations
are linearized. The gimbal rates are solved so that cross coupling between
axes is eliminated. The resultant solution, however, is wdid only for small
ClVIG angular excursions from the mill positions. At this point in the CMG-
control system design, each individual designer will have or devise his own
method for selectinga CMG steering law. Several candidate steering laws
were derived and compared on the basis of their effectiveness in producing
the desired actuator response as well as their complexity m implementing
each scheme. Each steering law was derived for the four-skewed CMG mo-
mentum exchange system which has been baselmed for HEAO-C.
For the four-skewed CMG conliguration there are three equations
(components of the CMG torque vector) and four unknowns (four CMG gimbal
rates). To obtain an exact solution, a constraint equation or relation between
the unknowns is needed. For each constraint or assumption that is made, a
solution will be obtained for the gimbal rates. Whatever the solution, it is
referred to as the CMG steering law. Ti_e following are several cancdaate
steering laws that were considered:
i. Constant gain.
2. Maxinmm contribution.
3. Psuedo inverse.
4. The Bendix summation of three-gimbal inverses.
5. The BECO momentmn vector distribution.
6. The G.E. transpose with torque feedback.
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Becauseof the large quantity of data, simulation results for each steering law
are included in Appendix C, including magnetic momentum managementfor
the CMGs.
B. A C0nstant Gain
A constant gain steering law can be derived by assuming that each CMG
will operate about its null position and that torque must be generated about any
vehicle axis. The CMG torque in body axes is equated to the desired control
torque to obtain the following variation of equation (39) :
-T
CX
-T
cy
-T
CZ
= hSfi(&i Cc_i+ &2 C_2+ _3 C°'3+ °'4 C°'4)
= h(-_i S_I - /_'2Cfl C_2+ °3 80:3+ _4 C_ Co_4)
= h(o' 1 Cfl Co 1 - (_'2 S_2 - °3 Cfl C_3+ °:4 8(_'4)
(40)
Assuming small gimbal angles, Ca _. = 1 and So. = 0 equations (40)
1 1 '
reduce to
-T
CX = hSfl(Szl + (_t'2+ i_3+ _4)
-T = hC/3(_'4 - c}2)
cy
-T : hCfl(_l - &3)
CZ
(41)
For either torque or momentum capability, CMGs number 2 and number 4
dominate the Y-axis, and CMGs number 1 and number 3 dominate the Z-axis.
Any CMG can be used to produce torque on the X-axis. Since there are four
unknowns in the gimbal rates but only three equations, the solution for gimbal
rates as a function of desired control torques is not unique. Some criterion
or constraint between the gimbal angles is needed for a unique solution.
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Assume that only X-axis torque is wantedand that it must be produced without
introducing torque on the transverse axis. By setting _3= i_1 and _4 = it2 ,
both the Y and Z torque componentsare zero and, by setting i_ _t ,
the X-axis torque attains a maximum value of
-T = 4 hS//(_ 1 (42)
CX
Solving equation (42) for the gimbal rates produces
T
_ CX
_xi 4 hS/d ' i= I, 2, 3, 4 , (43)
where the subscript x represents the X-axis solution.
Similarily, the Y-axis torque is maximized and the transverse torques
are zeroed by setting 5,,, = -c_1 and &l = _:_ = 0 . Tim Y-axis torque com-
ponent is
-T : hC_(2 (_4) (44)
cy
The corresponding gimbal rate solutions are
_yl = [_y3= 0 : _y2= -_y4= rcy/2 hCf3 (45)
The Z-axis torque is maximized by setting (_':_= -_l and a,, = _4 = 0 .
Using these values, both the X and Y torque components are zero and
-T = hC_2 :_i) (46)
cz
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The gimbal rate solutions are
\
&zl = -&z3 = -Tcz/2 hCfl I
&z2 = &z4 = 0
The constant gain steering law is obtained by summing up equations (43),
(45) , and (47) as follows:
(47)
al = axl + a'yl + azl = -Tcx/4 hSfl - Tcz/2 hC/d
o_2= [_x2 + _y2*az2 = -Tcx/4hSfl+ T /2hCflcy
_3 = ax3 + _y3 + a z3= -Tcx/4 hSfi+ Tcz/2 hC/d
= + _ = -T hSfl Tcy/2 hC/da'4 _x4 + _y4 z4 cx/4 -
(48)
By defining constants
1}KA = - 4 hS-----_i
KB= - 2hC_
(49)
equations (48) can be written as
_I=KAT + KBTCX CZ
_2= K A T -KBTex cy
I (50)
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c'_'3 = K A T - K T
cx B cz
<_.1 :_ K A T - K T
cx B cy
Equations (50) illustrate the constant gain CMG steering law that was first
used in the HEAO-C CMG l)erformance simulation stu(lies. At a later date,
the maximmn contribution steering law was derived, which reduces to the
same constant gain steering law by assuming small gimbal angles and
linearizing. For a skew angle of 5:}.1 degrees antl '250 lt-lb-see CMGs. the
gain constants are
K A = -0.00125047
K = -0.00333111
B
( 511
The constant gain steering law is most siml)le to imt)lement and could
easily be simulated on an analog comt)uter, ttowever, it is valid only for
small gimbal angles. In the digital simulations, excellent performance was
obtained if the gimbal angles were less than --45 degrees. For many cases,
satisfactory performance was obtained with gimbal angles up to e 80 degrees.
Control was lost if the angles exceeded 4_90 degrees° With continuous momen-
tum. dump using magnetic coils, for example, the gimbal angles stay small and
the constant gain steermglaw meets all tlEAO-C requirements. [towever,
with periodic momentum dump using IICS thrusters, less than half the avail-
able momentum can be used before the gimba] angles exceed their linear
operating range. For the baseline itEA()-C configuration \_ith lour "250 lt-lb-
see CMGs. momentum would have to be dumped each one-half orbit trader
worst-case environmental torque conditions. As an alternative, a more
general type constant gain steering law with periodic gain switching could be
defined to permit better utilization of the total momentum capacity. The latter
approach was not pursued during this study.
With one CMG failed, the CMG null position must be redelined and a
constant gain steering law derived which is valid about the new null position.
The dump frequency would have to be increased to about four times per orbit.
assuming worst-ease environmental effects. Hence, for each CMG failure.
a contingeney steering law must be (_et'ined with a new CMG null position.
J9a.
With continuous momentum dump with electromagnets, any CMG can be failed
and a new null automatically found without reprogramming. However, vehicle
maneuverability is restricted by the linear operating range of the steering
law. So even with continuous momentum dunlp, the constant gain steering
law should be redefined for each failure mode.
Assume that CMG number 3 has failed. With the failed CMG eliminated,
the momentum becomes
h = hSfl(Sal+ Sa2+ Sa t )
x
h
Y
= h(Ca 1- CflS_2+ CflSa 4)
h = h(CflSal+ C(_ 2 - Cc_ 4)
z
(52)
One new null position can be found by setting a 1 = 0 and solving for a 2 and
a 4 . With a 1= 0 the X-axis equation gives a2- -c_4 , which also produces
zero in the Z-axis. The Y-axis momentum set to zero gives
O= h(1 - CfiSal2+ CfiS(_4) (53)
With o_2= -_4 , equation (56) reduces to
1
Soe2- 2 Cfl ' (54)
With fl = 53.1 degrees, the solution for a new null position is
a 1 = 0 deg
a2 = 56.4 deg
c_4 = -56.4 deg
(55)
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The CMG torque potential with CMG number 3 out is [equation (40) with
Sce 1 : O, Cc_ 1 : l, Cc_ 2 = C_ 4 : O. 5534, Sa2: O. 8329, and Sa 4 = -0. 8329]
il = -W
X ex
= -T
Z CZ
= hSfi(_l+ 0.5534o, e _ 0.5534ol )
= hC /3 ( 0. 5534) (_t4 - °'2)
: h(Cfio 1 - 0.8329(_ - 0.8329 [_4)
(5(5)
Since there are three equations and three unl,alowns, an exact solution can be
found, assuming the equations are consistent. In vector matrix [orm, equa-
tions (56) become
1 0. 5534 0. 5534
0 -i 1
Cfi -0. 8329 -0. 8329
('_ : O. 5534 heft
(_4 -T /h
ez
(57)
The determinant of the matrix, A , for fi- 53.1 degrees is
A 210._329 _ 0.5534 Ct3) : "2.330(i (5S)
Since the determinant is not zero, a solution is found by usingCramer's rule.
With h = 250 ft-lb-see, the constant gain steering law is given by the following
equations:
_1 = -0. 003576 T - 0. 0019 1"
CX CZ
c_2- -0.001289 T + 0.00602 T - 0.001716 T
cx cy cz
o 4- -0.001289 T - 0.00602 T _ 0.001716 T
cx cy cz
(59)
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Substitutingthe steering law, equation (59), into the CMG torque equations,
equations (50, the CMG torque per unit command torque is
=i
x CX
hy/Tcy = 1
hz/Tcz = 1
(60)
Thus, with h3 = 0 , the gain through the CMG system on any axis is unity,
and the steering law solution is verified. A similar procedure would be
required to obtain a solution for any other CMG out.
C. The MSFC Maximum Contribution
A second and somewhat novel approach is to command each CMG
separately based on its ability to contribute to the desired control torque.
The criteria are to consider each CMG independently and to command its
gimbal rate so that as much as possible of the desired control torque is
produced. If no part of the control torque can be produced, the gimbal posi-
tion is not moved. Since each CMG can produce a torque only about its torque
axis as defined by k , the desired control" torque T will be projected into
C C
the CMG constant momentum coordinates and used to command the gimbal rate.
Using the transformation G the desired torque, as defined by the control
or'
law, in CMG coordinates is as follows:
B
T = t i +t j +t k , (61)
c cx c cy c cz c
where
C C C
t : gll T + gl2 T + g13 T
CX CX cy CZ
C C C
t = g21 T + g22 T + g23 T ,
cy c× cy cz
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and
C C (2
t g31 T + g32 T + g3:_ T
cz ex ey ez
Previously, the torque produced by the eth CMG was defined as
.2% "
h c_ 11 k
C C C C
(69)
By equating elements of h and -T
c e
obtained as
, the CMG gimbal rate command is
galo c c'
c_ -t 11 -( T _ '"_. T ,".. T ) 'il e' _32 ,,--,_ j
e e× e ex ey cz (63)
By defining the angle between T and k as -y tile vector scalar productC C '
is
1,2 = .. (-' C C:
• _31 T + "' C-._a'_' W + ,,_,
c e ex cv _,_a T 'F : 464)
• c z t_: '
therefore,
a, = -T CY/11 •
c c ' e (65)
Note that equation /64) is the projection of the desired control torque on the
k axis, That portion of _ whicil is perpendicular to the CMG torque axisc C
is given by
T sr : T (1-c2r) -
e c ¢66)
:}3
and cannot be obtained by gimbaling the cth CMG at any time. Since T Cy
c
contains basically magnitude information without polarity, the expanded scalar
product form should be used for the CMG gimbal commands. Each CMG is
commanded individually, regardless of its angular position, based on its
ability to contribute to the desired torque vector. For a specified CMG system
configuration, however, the transformation between body and CMG coordinates
must be derived and evaluated at each time step.
If the components of G from equations (23) through (26) are sub-
cr
stituted into equation (63), with c = 1, 2, 3, 4, the following equations are
obtained for the gimbal rate commands for four-skewed CMGs:
-(S_Cc_ 1 T - Sa 1 T + CflCa' T ) /h 1
cx cy 1 cz
- (SflCa 2 T
cx
- (S_C_ 3 T
cx
- CflCa2 Tcy - S_ 2 Tcz) h_
+ Sa 3 Tcy - CflCc_3 Tcz) ,.'h3
-(SflCa 4T + CflCa 4T + Sa T ) h4
cx cy 4 cz
(67)
Assuming equal momentmn per CMG, the steering law can be arranged in the
following vector matrix form:
a = A T /h (68)
c
As previously shown by equation (32), the CMG torque with equal momentmn
per CMG is
H = hCo_ (69)
By comparing the elements of A and C, the matrix A equals the negative
transpose of C ; that is,
A = -C ;:' (70)
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Hence, the CMG steering law shownin equation (67) is equivalent to a trans-
pose type steering law. The important characteristics of this type steering
law are no mathematical (computation or algorithmic) singularities, no
matrices to invert, and easy implementation of the equations for the CMG
gimbal rates. Its undesirable characteristic is that the control system gain
through the CMGs is not constant• Control authority about each vehicle axis
varies as the gimbal angles are moved from their null position since at each
instant of time, each CMG is maximizing its contribution to the desired
control torque•
Assuming small gimbal angles, the CMGtorque per vehicle axis,
equation (30), reduces to the following equations:
x
• • Q
11 = 11Ci? (-a2 +cz4)
Y
tl == he/3 (c_ 1-a 3)
Z
(71)
Substitution of equations (67) into equations (71) restdts inthe following
equations:
,9 j11 -4 5°j_ T
x cx J
9, Ih -2 C_t) T
3' cy
• 1h -2 C2tj TZ ez
(72)
To obtain unit gain through the CMG system with the CMGs at their null
position, either the desired torque components, T , or the steering law
c
must be normalized by dividing by the appropriate sine and cosine function of
the skew angle. If one chooses to normalize the steering law, those terms
with T are divided by 4S2/3 and those terms with T or T are
CX cy CZ
divided by 2C2/3 . The maximum contribution steering law ensues from the
normalization of equations (67) as follows:
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at + (-C+i/4h S_) T + (S+t/2h C2_) T - (Cal/2h C_) T
cx cy cz
a2 = (-Ca2/4h Sfl) T + (Ca2/2h Cfl) T - (Sa 2/2h C2fi) T
CX cy ez
_3 = (-Caa/4h Sfl) T - (Sa3/2h C2fl) T + (Ca3/2h Cfl) T
cx cy cz
_4 = (-CoQ/4h Sfl) T - (CoQ/2h Cfl) Tcy - (Scq/2h C2B) T
ex cz
.(73)
Once specified, the skew angle is constant. By making the following defini-
tions,
K = -1/4_h Sfl
a
Kb : -1/ah cP
K ____
o  /cp
(74)
the maximum contribution steering law can be written as follows:
a 1
a 2
= K CalT -K SalT +%Ca Ta cx c cy 1 cz
= K Ca2T -%Ca2 T -K Sa'2T
a cx cy c cz
a 3 = K Ca 3 T + K Sa 3 T Ca 3
a cx e cy - Kb Tcz
oQ = K Ca 4T + + K Sa 4 T
a cx % Ca4 Tcy c cz
(75)
The maximum contribution CMG steering law has been used extensively in the
HEAO-C simulations with four-skewed CMGs. Very satisfactory pointing
performance was obtained in the cases simulated. Although there are no
computational singularities in the maximum contribution steering law, there
are gimbal positions for which a component of the desired torque cannot be
produced• This condition for the maximum contribution law is ghu. For
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example, assuming CMG saturation in the X-axis direction with all gimbal
angles at 90 degrees, no torque can be produced in the X-axis direction,
h = 0 . Concurrently, the desired torque component T cannot drive the
x CX
CblG gimbals through the steering law; the coefficients of T in equation
CX
(75) are zero. In general, however, ghu conditions are dependent on the
CMG system configuration and are not necessarily associated with the ability,
to command through the steering law. Consider the ghu condition o I= 90
degrees, a e = 0 degrees, 0 3 = -90 degrees, and (t4 = 0 degrees. The Z-axis
CMG torque, h , is zero but the CMGs are not saturated. Also the Z-axis
z
command T cannot be fed through the steering law. The implication is
CZ
that for the transpose type steering law, ghu conditions also correspond to
gimbal positions which prevent a commanded torque component from driving
the CMG gimbal angle rates.
D. The Pseudo Inverse
By equating the desired control torque, ;£ , [equation (38)] to the
C
CMG torque, It, [equation (30)] the vector-matrLx equation, equation (32),
becomes
-- = co T:) (76)
c
where C has been normalized by factoring out h = h, i= 1, 2, 3, 4. The
1
matrix C is a 3 by 4 whose inverse must be obtained to solve the gimbM
angular rates as functions of the desired control torque. However, since
there are four unknowns but tufty three equations, a general solution, if one
exists, is not unique. One, therefore, must resort to a pseudo inverse.
Reference 8 gives the general conditions and theory for finding a
pseudo inverse solution, one form of which can be given by
F = C: (C C'::) -1 _7)
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provided that the matrix C is of rank three or, what is the same, that the
instantaneous torque vectors are not coplanaro The steering law then becomes
(h : -C* IC + = -F + (7S)
C C _'
where superscript asterisk represents the transpose of a matrix and minus
one represents the general inverse of a matrix. For the baseline CMG con-
figuration, the elements of C have been defined by equation (31) which must
also be normalized by factoring out h=h., i= 1, 2, 3, 4° To obtain the1
inverse, the determinant of CC* must be calculated. Those gimbal angle
combinations which make the determinant go to zero and cause program
divergence are denoted as singularities. For the pseudo inverse, singularities
are synonymous with ghu conditions. However, other steering laws can have
singularities without a corresponding ghu. Since mathematical manipulations
required to obtain the pseudo inverse are too complicated to perform without
a digital computer, the elements of equation (77) will be developed only to
the extent required for calculations. Most digital subroutines for matrix
inversion accept the elements of the matrix to be inverted and give as outputs
the elements of the inverse matrix. Let
D = C C ¢ (79)
and
E - D-1 (so)
The normalized elements of C are obtained from equation (31) from which
the elements of D are calculated as shown in the following:
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DII = CII 2 + C122 + C132 + C142
DI2 - CII C21 + C12 C22+ C13 C2s _ C14 C24
D13 : Cll C31-, C12 C32 ! C13 C33 + Ci4 (';q
D21 _- D12
D22 C21" + C222 C232 24
D23 C21 C31+ C22 C32 + C23 C33+ C,I_ _':',.I
D31 : DI3
D32 == D23
9 _ 9
D33 C312-r C32_-r C3_= C34"
_1)
As indicated above, the matrix D is skew symmetric.
The elements of D are inputs to a digital matrix inversion routine
to obtain the elements of E as outputs. Multil)lymg the elements of E by
C": gives the elements of I," . a 4 by ;3 matrix, as shown below.
Fll
FI2
F13
F21
F22
F23
F32
Cll El1+ C21 E21 _ C31 1(31
Cll El2 + C21 E22 + C3I 1-_;2
Ell El3 + C21 E23 " C:::1 E_
C12 Ell + C .... E._ t + C E:; I
C12 El2 - C22 E22 - C:,- ]_:z 2
C_e Els : C:2 Ee,_ - C,-_,_ l-:
_- C13 Ell _ C23 E21 + C,0L 1(31
ClS El2+ C% 1{22- C;_ Kt2
b2)
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F33 =
F41 =
F42 -
F43 =
C13 E13 + C23 E23 + C33 E33
C14 Ell + C24 E21 + C34 E31
C14 E12 + C24 E22 + C34 E32
C14 E13 + C24 E23 + C34 E33
(82)
(cont'd)
Utilizing the elements of the pseudo inverse matrix, the CMG steering law is
obtained by expanding equation (78) as follows:
c_1 =-(Fll T + F12 T + F13 T )/h 1
ex cy c z
ce2 =-(F2I Tcx + F22 Tcy + F23 Tcz) _h2
_3 = -(F31 Tcx + F32 Tcy + F33 Tcz) h3
c_4 =-(F41 Tcx + F42 Tcy + F43 Tcz)/h4
(83)
As noted previously, the columns of C are CMG torque vectors for each
CMG. Itcan be rigorously proven that when any three are colinear the
determinant of C C* goes to zero, producing a singularity in the steering
law. There is a large number of gimbal angle combinations that can produce
singular conditions. However, in digitalsimulations, the only singular
conditions which prevented proper operation of the steering law were those
which also corresponded to CMG saturation.
In most cases when an internal singularity was approached, a small
pointing error was observed. However, the system would recover and oper-
ate satisfactory until CMG saturation was reached• The cyclic nature of
environmental torques prevented ghu at the singularities• But when constant
torques were commanded, internal singularities could always be encountered
with subsequent loss of control• Only about 50 to 60 percent of the momentum
envelope is usable without any possible singularities. More research is
needed to fully understand the singularity and ghu conditions associated with
single gimbal CMGs and to develop possible avoidance schemes.
4O
Whena CMG fails, it is acceptableto set the failed gyro elements to
zero• The failed CMG must be identified and the column corresponding to the
failed CMG set to zero. The pseudo inverse routine neednot be repro-
grammed• With one CMG out, however, C reduces to a 3 by 3 matrix whose
inverse can be obtained without resorting to the pseudo inverse procedure.
The advantageof the pseudoinverse steering law is that most of the time the
exact torque neededfor attitude error correction canbe obtained through the
CMGs without any cross coupling. Possible disadvantagesare the complexity
of implementing the pseudo inverse matrix inversion routine andthe require-
ment for detecting and compensatingfor CMG failures. An onboard digital
computer would be required to implement the pseudo inverse steering law.
E• The Bendix Three-Gimbal Inverse
In the foregoing sections, the basic characteristic of the four-skewed
CMG system is that there are more control variables, gimbal rates, than
there are basic relations, torque equations, between the wtriables. As
previously shown, the three components of the CMG torque \rector provides
three equations which can be arranged in the vector matrix form
H : C(h )
where C is a ;_ by 4 torque matrix whose colulnns correspond to unit vectors
directed along each individual CMG torque axis. From the basic definition
of the CMG reference coordinate systems defined in equation (S), the indi-
vidual CMG torque is
h = h _ k , c= 1, 2, 3, 4 (85)
C C C C
where k is a unit vector in the CMG coordinate system. The vector compo-
c
nents of k in the vehicle reference coordinate system form the elements of
c
the cth column of the C matrix. In vehicle coordinates, let k , c 1, 2, 3, 4,
c
be the column \rector corresponding to the torque vector of the cth CMG, then
equation (84) can be reqritten as
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H -- [ kl k2 k3 k4] (h ) . (86)
After replacing the CMG torque, H , with the desired control torque compo-
nents, T the objective is to solve the torque equations for the CMG gimbalC '
rates such that the CMG system generates the exact control torque. However,
there are an infinite number of gimbal rate combinations which will satisfy
the torque equations. By specifying some subsidiary condition between control
variables, an equation between the variables can be obtained which can be
utilized to eliminate one of the variables from the torque equations, hence,
reducing the torque matrix to a 3 by 3 matrix which will have a unique inverse
if the columns are linearily independent. The constraint equation must
necessarily be based on some preconception of what comprises a desirable
CMG system state or response characteristic•
In the absence of a universally accepted subsidiary condition between
the CMGs, Bendix has proposed "the three-gimbal inverse" steering law [ 6]
for use on HEAO. H there were only three CMGs, the torque matrix would
reduce to a 3 by 3 matrix by deleting the column corresponding to the deleted
CMG. In this case, a unique solution exists for the three gimbal angles,
assuming that the determinant of the 3 by 3 matrix is not zero. In the Bendix
scheme, the CMGs are grouped into sets of three and the desired control
torque is apportioned to each set. Each set of three CMGs is required to
deliver its apportioned part of the desired control torque. Then, the corre-
sponding CMG gimbal rate commands are obtained by inverting each 3 by 3
matrix and summing the results from each set. For the four-skewed CMG
configuration there are four possible sets of three CMGs which result in the
following equations:
H= [k 2 k 3 Eli (h.l_i) , i= 2, 3, 4
H= [k 1 k a k4J (h. _.) , i= 1, 3, 4
1 1
H= [k 1 k 2 k4] (h.l_i) , i= t, 2, 4
H= [k 1 k 2 ka] (h. a.) , i= 1, 2, 3
1 1
(87)
In each equation, let A c = 1, 2 3, 4, be the torque matrix corresponding
C _
to the set of three CMGs with the cth CMG deleted from the 3 by 4 torque
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matrix C. The inverse of each A exists il the determinant of A is not
C C
zero. Let A _1 denote the inverse of A and -a denote the corresponding
C C C
solution for the three gimbal rates based on the cth set of three CMGs° The
gimbal rate solutions for the four CMG sets are
a I - (A1-1 it)/11 , CMG no. i out
a:, (A_ -1 )/h , CMG no. 2 out
a 3 - IAa -I i_)/h , CMG no. 3 out
aa : (A4 -1 H),/h , CMG no. 4 out
SU)
Although it is not necessary to prorate the desired torque equally among the
four CMG sets. there is no basis for doing otherwise. If the CMG torque
,-.L
H is replaced lay the desired torque vector 'I" then conceivably each set
e
could deliver the total required torque. To prevent overtorquing, the desired
torque components are divided by fottr, that is, apportioned equally between
the four sets. With "_ /4 being substituted into equation (_5) with a negative
c
sign, the four solution sets are obtained and the results for each CMG gimbal
rate added together to obtain the Bendix three-inverse steering law. A flow
diagram of tim steering law is shown in Figure _. The gimbal rate command
to each CMG is composed of solutions from three of the four solution sets.
In the event that one CMG fails, only that set which does not contain the
failed CMG would be used to obtain the gimbal rate commands. For example,
it CMG number 3 fails, then all the desired torque would be allotted to the
A3 -1 solution. In this case. a a would give the exact solution needed to
generate the required control, if and only if kl, k.e, ka are not eoplanar.
When three unit torque vectors are coplanar, the vector box product between
them is zero. Moreover, the box product is identical to the value of the
determinant formed by the vectors. When the determinant is zero. no solu-
tion exists, and the matrix is singular. With CMG number 3 out, the gain
factor 1/4h would be changed to 1/h and the loops broken which lead to
A1-1 A., -1 and A4 -1 The resulting solution from Aa -1 should be, in
this case, the exact solution.
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(0-2, _"3, (_ 4, )1 (_1
al. (_3° 4J2 o-2
(_1. _-2._-3,),_ _-4
D To CMG _ 1
[, To CMG #2
= To CMG # 3
l, To CMG # 4
Figure 8. Three-gimbal inverse CMG steering law.
Assuming all CMGs operational, the four gimbal rate solutions from
equations (88) are
I&: 'i
- !
al = _3 [
54
.I 1I_2 = _3
54
2
_= 52
_"4
3
_cx!
Tcy i
Tcz
I Tcx i
-i/4h)A2-1 Tcyl
Tcz
( - 1/4h) A3 -1
i Tcx 1
Tey
, Tez
(89)
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• - (-1/4h) A 4-1 , T
• "4 cz
(_)
(cont'(l)
where the subscript on the gimbal rate solution sets arc used for identilica-
tion of the particular solution. The CMG gimbal rate comnmnds can be
written in vector matrLx form by augmenting each solution with a null (zero)
row which corresponds to the deleted torque vector:
*
(')1 (_
0
"f
(_1 ,)
+
0
1
(90)
That is. each ginlbal rate command s composed olthe three solution sets ix,
which its torque vector appears:
(91)
The nlatrix inverses can be incorpol'tlted into e(tttatJon (90) I)y adding the null
row to each inverse nlatrix to lorm B a 4 by 3 matrix with its cth row
e
zero. for examt)le.
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B1 =
0 0 0] =Ag I
0 0 0
all a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
(92)
Utilizing this somewhat superficial matrix definition, the three inverse steer-
ing laws can be written as
c_4
(-1/4h)
t Tc x
(B 1+ B 2+ B 3+ B 4) Tcy
Tcz
(93)
1 ai; j3 , and a 4 represent the elements of the inverse matricesLet aij , ' ai ij
A1-1 , A2 -1 , A3 -1 , and A41 respectively. Then, from equations (92) and
(93), the gimbal commands are
_i = (-I/4h) [(a12+ a13+ al4) T + (a122+ a13+ al4) Tcycx
+ (a'32+ a133+ a134)T 1ez
_2: (-1/4h) [(ant+ a23+ a24) T + (all+ a23+ a24)Tcycx
+ (a13I+ a233+ a234)T Icz
&3 = (-1/4h) [(a211+ a22+ a34) T + (a221+ a222+ aa24) T
cx cy
+ (a23 I+ a232+ a34)T 1cz
• (94)
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I') 3/_'4- (-1/4h) (a3il, a3;Z÷ a3_3) T + (ai_l+ a32- _. a32) T
• cx cy
3. 2 :3 l+ (a3a _ _ aa _ aaa)Tcz
(,()4)
(cont' d)
if the inverse exists for all four gimbal sets. the desired torque will
J)e obtained. However, if one or more of tile A matrices are singular.
c
special strategies must be devised to obtain the desired torqtte. The solutJ(m
set whose determinant is zero could I)e disregarded and the desired t<)rque
apportioned to th(, rc_thainJng three sets. Bendix proposes a CMG sJngu]arJty
(leteetion and avoidance scheme in their ttEAO-A Phase B Final Study lgcl)()rt
]GJ. The box t)roduct between the c()Junln vectors of each A matrix is
c
continuously ealcuJated and. when tiny set value hc(.()mes Jess than s()m(,
specified small value, a biased rate command is applied to one of the three
CMGs m that set. The remaining CMGs must c()tmteract the t()rque l)r()(tttcc(t
by the biased rate, hol)efully driving the CMGs away from the singuJar
e ondJtion.
Singularity detection is aceonlp]Jshc(I })y c(mtJnuotts]y m(>nJt()vJng the
triple scalar l)roduct bet\vuc, n the column vectors ()f each t()t'qu(, m'atvJx. A
(,
The vaJue el the determhmnt of A is i(lentJcal t() the tril)]e sca]av l)r()(luct.(.
\Vhen the (leterminant of a t()rque matrix is ×ev(). the three tovqt)c veet()rs
[rel)resentc'd ))y k . (' 1. 2. 3. 4. in ('(tuati())+ (87) j are eopJanar and that(+
particular matrix has n() reverse at that instant ()1' tim(,. Singu]arJtics arc
detected by m(mit()eing
k 2 • 1% - kl A
k+. I<5 * k,l A,
k i " k., "< k:t - A:_
k I • k 2 < 1¢3 A. 1
(,_)5)
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When the absolute value of any determinant is less than a small positive
constant, P a near singularity has been detected for the cth torqueS '
matrix. That is, if
[IA, <P
c s ' (96)
the singularity avoidance scheme is invoked.
The singularity avoidance scheme consists of applying a biased rate
• , to any of the three CMG gimbals represented in the matrixcommand, Ac_ lc
whose determinant is less than P The sign of the bias is opposite thes
polarity of the gimbal rate just previous to invoking singularity avoidance.
Letting g. be the magnitude of the bias, the bias rate command to the iths
CMG can be written as
AC_lc 5 sign [('t (t-l)]
• s ic (97)
where t-1 indicates the rate measurement from the previous computational
cycle. The remaining three CMGs, denoted by j, k, 1 are biased to counter-
act the bias applied to the ith CMG by defining
l Aa'jc 1
A(_ kc I
AC_lc ]
: - c_, A -1
s i i ' (98)
where k. is the column vector corresponding to the biased CMG torque1
vector, equation (86), and Ai-1 is the inverse of the matrix that does not
contain the ith torque matrLx. For example, if JA1 < P , then either
s
gimbal 2, 3, or 4 may be selected for a bias rate command. Selecting the
second CMG gimbal to apply a bias rate command yields
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xo_l -(; sign l('_;,1 (t-1)J
s _9,q)
and
-_(l i1
A(l 31
-X(i 1_
Th(21l. [he tJJils c()11111U.lilds __ire _l(ttt(_,(t {o [hi, s()]utJ()n sot I';1[_., t:()llllll_ln(ts, (,(iu:l_
tit;l? t91). [o l)ro\,J(l(, singularity :lvoJ(lan(:c, l:()r tilt,, ox;iml)l c ;{iron. the CSIG
gJnlba] rate commands are
I('_ :: (-_ "'1 f (! 2:J ! (! :1.1 ' "_(, 21
* • • • 1
#i3 (I 11 + O';.," ¢.:11 ' x( ;]
;,I ?;I_ ' /_ l: " ('_l:; " _X. _
( 1 ()1 ;
()n(2e JnJtJ;it('d. the sJJl_4tlJarJty _l\'()i(]:lnc,(, s](,\\jllg \xJJi (_'_lntJlltl(J tu]tli ('J[ni,*i'
ant)thor (lct(_'rmJntlnt tirol) s I)c,]()x\ 1) ()r lho lJrsl. C'XC'[_'C'(IS t ) Jl :m()thur
set droi)s bole\\ 1) tilt' bJ;ts 0()111111:t11(Is :ire' /):islet{ ()n thu sei,.()nd sJllgultll'Jtvs
c()n(tJtJon. ]I alJJ (]etervnJrlzults e.xcc, c,(t I _ tt_c, a\()J(lani,.c, Js (IJ.'s(_'()lltJnuu(I and
H
11()1'1)1a] ()i)t,l.:llJon JS ri,'sunl(.,(t.
In the preceding paragraphs, the Bendix three-gJmbal inverse steerJnlz
}:1\\' with sJnKuJarJty (tote(_,tJon a]l(I av(iJ(t_lll(.,o h;is t)0(_'11 (torJv¢,(I. If C[l(,h ."-;()]LI-
tJ()n st_,[ col_i](l ('Olll.FJt)l_l[(, Jls :i]./()l[i,'(I l)()l'[J()l-i t)l thi,' (l('.'-;Jri,,d ('()lBlll,'l]-i(]i,,(t I()I,(tLIt,
idea] ('o11[1"()] w()u](I lit, ()tJt:lJno(I. I)i"t)('n(tJn?, uli(wi [i](_, CM(] ojlllliNJ J)()sJtJ()ns
and the (lesJred l()l'(jut, at any instant of tit1](2, h()wc,\c,r, the soJuIJ()I1 SI-'{S
cannot })rovJde OCikl_lj c()ntrol authority Jn tho l'o(tclJr(.,(t (lJro('tJoil. F()r c,x:tl/lt)]c,
\',hol-i ,:lny |wo C_]G tor(tue vo(_'tors. ],, NF(2 ('()]JiIO_IF. ;.1[ ](':tSI [\\(> ()i Ill('
C
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solution set matrices are singular [equations (87)] and cannot provide their
apportioned share of the desired control torque. Even if the other two solu-
tion sets could provide perfect commands, only half the needed torque would
be produced since each set has been apportioned only one-fourth of the
required torque commands. Moreover, when the singularity avoidance
scheme starts working, the bias commands will produce undesirable torque
components which will interfere with the normal torque needed for control,
temporarily interrupting the vehicle's pointing accuracy. To help alleviate
this deficiency, each solution set should be required to produce all the
desired torque and the individual gimbal commands adjusted by dividing by
one-fourth.
In comparing the Bendix three-gimbal inverse steering law with those
derived in the previous sections, the Bendix law is far more complex then
any of the other laws. Moreover, the Bendix scheme introduces mathematical
singularities that are not otherwise present and do not correspond with ghu.
For example, if any two CMG torque vectors are colinear, two of the solution
set matrices become singular even if the total CMG system can provide per-
fect control through the remaining two solution sets.
Singularity detection and avoidance schemes are required to prevent
program divergence. When the Bendix singularity avoidance scheme is
invoked, unwanted torques are introduced which tend to disturb the vehicle's
pointing performance. Four 3 by 3 matrices must bc inverted to obtain the
Bendix steering law, but only one 3 by 3 inversioh is required in the pseudo
inverse steering law. CMG failures must be identified and the correct solu-
tion sets deleted for proper failure mode operation with the Bendix steering
law. Because of the complexity of the Bendix three-inverse steering law
without corresponding increases in either reliability or performance, it is
not recommended for use on ttEAO.
Simulations indicate that the Bendix three-gimbal inverse steering law
produces acceptable vehicle pointing performance. But, without the singularity
detection and avoidance scheme, only about one-fourth of the available CMG
momentum could be utilized before encountering a singular condition, after
which the system diverged and exceeded the required pointing specifications.
To utilize the Bendix steering law and the total CMG momentum envelope, it
is absolutely necessary to also use their singularity detection and avoidance
scheme, which will degrade performance. About four times more computer
time was required for the Bendix steering law without singularity avoidance
than for the pseudo inverse steering law.
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F. The G.E. Transpose with Torque Feedback
As previously shown by equation (32), the CMG torque is
tt hC a , (102)
where h is the momentum per CMG, C is the normalized 3 by 4 gimbal
torque matrix, _ is a 4 by 1 column matrix representing the CMG gimbal
Z
rates, and H is a 4 by 1 column matrix for CMG torque. The matrix C has
no unique inverse. However, the first approximation to the inverse of such a
matrix is its transpose. The desired control torque, Tc ' based on attitude
error signals is substituted with a neagative sign for the CMG torque. Approx-
imating the inverse of the torque matrix t)3' the transpose, the CMG steering
law is
(_ I-1/'10 C:::_ (103)
c
Expanding the transpose steering law, the gimbal rate commands are
(_,j - (Cti T _ C2t T , C31 T )"h
CX cy c z
[_'e - (C j,, T , C.,., T -' C:_2 T )/h
cx cy cz
_:3 (Cla T -r C?:_ T , C:;:3 T )/h
CX cy (' z
('t -I - 1-C 14 T * C _4 T : C :_4 T ) /h
ex cy ez
( 1 O4 )
There are no mathematical singularities in the steering law and it
is easy to implement. The main disadvantages of this type steering law is
that the desired torque is not produeed and the gain through the CMGs depends
upon the gimbal positions at that instant of time. For example, if the gimbal
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angles are all zero and the elements of the torque matrix is evaluated at that
condition, a unit torque command per axis produces a torque of 4s2fl on the
X-axis and 2c2/3 on both the Y- and Z-axis. More than twice as much torque
is produced on the X-axis than was commanded, assuming a beta angle of
53.1 degrees. However, only about three-fourths of the commanded torque is
produced on either the Y- or Z-axis. To alleviate this basic deficiency in
control effectiveness, G.E. [2] has utilized CMG torque feedback in the
transpose steering law. Since the actual CMG gimbal rate is proportional to
the torque being produced, CMG tachometers measure the gimbal rates
which are fed back in a minor loop illustrated in Figure 9. A first-order
lag filter is installed in the loop to provide added rejection of mechanical
noise errors.
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Figure 9. Transpose steering with torque feedback.
The modified transpose steering law with CMG torque feedback, H
becomes f '
---- --
_3 _ --
_n_az --
• (lo5)
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Although the torque feedback provides constant gain for the rate lool)s,
the total CMG system still has a variable gain as a ftmction of the CMG gimbal
angles. However, unless very fine control is required, adequate vehicle
performance should be maintained. The torque feedback shotfld help provide
only the control authority required by the attitude error signals.
O. The BECOH-Distribution
As previously mentioned, equation (32) does not have a unique inverse
for the CMG gimbal rates in terms of other parameters because the matrix C
is not square and, therefore, is singular. An exact solution can be obtained
by finding a constraint equation between the gimbal rates. This equation can
be used to eliminate one of the gimbal rates from equation (:;2), thus reduc-
ing the C m'ttrix to a :; by 3 dimension which has an exact inverse, l)rovided
it is nonsingular. In lieu of a subsidiary condition between CMGs, BECO [3I
has proposed the following scheme for obtaining a steering law.
Assume that CMG number 4 is arbitrarily gimbaled at a certain
constant rate at each instant of time the matrix C is to be inverted. Moreover,
assume that this rate can be determined just prior to each time step so that
CMG saturation and gtlU conditions are avoided. Under these conditions,
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is used as a fourth equation to augment equations (',9,,.)
_1x
Y
flz
Cil Cl:: CI;_ Cl.l
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C :_t (_732 C :{:t C ;_I
0 0 0 1/ 1h
¢= 2 11/
[_1 hl
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Let A be the augmentedtorque matrix in equation (107) andlet A be its
determinant. Using the elements of C [equation (31)], the determinant of A
is
(-Sfl/h) [2C2fi Ca 1 Ca 2 Ca3+ Sa 2 S(al+ _3)
- C_ Cc_ 2 S(a 1 - a3) 1 (108)
Assuming A is not zero, the solution of equation (107) is
c_3
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:_ (_l/h)A -1
Tcx
Tcy
"Tcz
,L"
where T has been substituted for H with a negative sign.
C
(109)
The solution for CMG gimbal angles numiJered 1, 2, and 3 [equation
(109)] depends on both the gimbal rate and position of CMG number 4. As
noted by equation (108), the determinant does not depend upon CMG number
4. The determinant goes to zero under the following conditions:
.
2.
3.
a,1 = -a3 or al = 1 80 - a3 and a2 = 90 degrees.
a,_ = a3 = 90 degrees.
k 1 • k 2xk 3 = rA41 = 0.
These conditions can occur without producing ghu. Thus, mathematical
singularities not coinciding with ghu conditions are introduced by this
formulation.
At this point the obvious problem is to suitably determine a4 • To
prevent A from going singular, A must not be zero. It appears that singu-
larities could be avoided by making the fourth gimbal rate, at each time step,
inversely proportional to the determinant of A. However, to minimize the
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total gimbal rates, the fourth gimbal should also be proportional to the root
sum square of the other gimbal rates. Thus, _tl may be determined by
s etting
_4: K(;_i e _ ;_'ia _ _f') /A , (li0)
where K is a constant. A suitable value of K was found to be II.001.
There arc certain relative orientations of the spin momentum vectors
of the four CMGs such that no torque can be produced in a particular direc-
tion. Such orientations will be referred to as gyro hang-up orientations and
should be avoided if possible to have complete and independent control of the
spacecraft axes at every instant of time.
The condition for the gyro hang-up orientation is that at any given
instant of time, the torque vectors of the four CMGs hat)pen to lie in a plane.
If at that instant of time a torque normal to that plane is commanded, the
CMGs cannot contribute any torque in the commanded direction and control
is lost in that particular direction. Therefore, the only way to avoid gyro
hang-up orientations is to not allow the torque vectors of the four CMGs to
go into a plane. The following analysis is conducted to determine the con-
ditions in terms of the known quantities like (t 1 , c_ , (J :_ , and (_ when
gyro hang-up orientations may occur and a schefi_c to avoi(I these orientations.
The determinant A vanishes both at ghu orientations and at mathe-
matical singularities. In principle, if A is positive, the fourth CMG can be
used to cause A to increase, remain the same, or decrease as slowly as
possible. Hopefully, this will delay the occurrence of ghu or singularity as
long as possible.
To get an explicit expression for __1 which will make the derivative
z_ positive semidefinite, the following procedure may be adol)tcd:
1. Differentiate A with respect to time [equation (108)] to get an
expression in terms of gimbal angles and gimbal rates.
2. Substitute the values of the various gimbal rates from equation
(109) into the above expression for /x . The resulting expression is equated
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to zero and solved for _4• This expression for _4 is in terms of gimbal
angles, spacecraft rates, commandedcontrol torques, and the CMG angular
momentum resolved into spacecraft body axes. Thus the value of _4 is
completely known at every instant of time.
It may happenat certain instances that the gimbal rate _4calculated
from the aboveprocedure will give higher values than the upper limit of one
degree per secondallowed. In such instances, the upper limit value of one
degree per secondfor _4 will be used and in that case the value of A will
tend to decrease.
Figure 10 shows an outline of the information flow diagram for this
CMG control law. The following are important features of the proposed CMG
control law:
1. Provides control torques exactly as commandedin all three axes.
2. No interaxis cross coupling.
3. Involves only one matrix (4 by 4) inversion. Three of the
elements of this matrix are identically zero; this further reduces the complex
matrix inversion computations.
4. Tends to distribute the momentum betweeneachCMG and, for
this reason, is referred to as the H-distribution steering law.
Digital simulations show that the BECO steering law [ using equations
(109) and (110)] gave performance equaling that of the pseudoinverse;
however, it is more complicated than the pseudo inverse. For each CMG
failure, the failure would have to be identified, the BECO steering law
deleted, and an exact inverse inserted which woulddependupon the failed
CMG.
SECTION IV. STEERINGLAW SUMMARY AND SELECTION
The problems in selecting a steering law are caused primarily by the
fact that there are more untulowns than there are equations between the un-
known variables. For example, the four-skewed CMG configuration baselined
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for IIEAO-C has [ouc gimbal rate commamls ils lmlmowns, ltowuver, there
are only three oqtiations l'rol-n which t(> obtain a gJmti;t] l",ite <£()]utJt)n. Those,
equations arc obtained by oqttatJn{4- the three collll)oilont s ()[ tile [()r(ItlC, C()lll-
llland voc[(/F to tile CMG torque vocl.o£, Although there ;ire lllany soJutJ()llS,
an exact solution in the usual sense does not ll('('OSSllFjl,_r exist. At this l)OJnt.
each desigi_er will devise his own schenle [()r (tl)taJl/jllg ;i solution. What is
needed, of course, is a constraint equation between variables so that an
exact solution can be obtained. For erich constraint el' assuini)tJon that is
made, a different solution will be ol)tame(t for the gimbal rates. Whatever
the solution, it is referred to as the CMG steering law. Several candidate
steering laws were derived and coitll)are(I el] tht, });isis of their ollo(.tivoness
in producing the desired centre] torqtle. Each was (IorJvod lor the l()tli--
skewed CMG configuration which has been Ims(']inod for ftF;A()-C, un(t ench
was inq)lemented in digital sJnluJations. The candidate steering laws were:
t. Constant <,aJ
'2. Maximmn contribution.
3. Pseudo inverse.
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4. The Bendix summation of three-gimbal inverses.
5. The BECO momentum vector distribution.
6. The G.E. transpose with torque feedback.
Given any CMG configuration and steering law, there are certain
conditions that can produce problems in either the performance of the system
or in the ability to obtain the commanded torque. As previously defined, the
CMG torque is related to the gimbal rates by a torque matrix whose columns
are unit vectors along each CMG torque output axis. Since there are four
CMGs, there are four columns in the torque matrix. When all four columns
are coplanar, no torque can be produced perpendicular to that plane. This
condition has been defined as gyro hang-up. That is, when the commanded
torque is perpendicular to the total CMG torque vector, itcannot be produced.
The ultimate in gyro hang-up is CMG saturation. Obviously, if the CMGs
have produced all the momentum possible in a given direction and the com-
manded torque vector asks for more in that direction, it is impossible to
produce the required change in momentum and, subsequently, control is lost.
For an inertially oriented spacecraft, a component of the gravity gradient
(g. g. ) torque is usually offset from its zero reference, producing a momen-
tum component that tends to saturate the CMGs over a period of time. Before
the CMGs are saturated, the prevailing condition must be detected and stored
CMG momentum must be interchanged with that produced by a second source,
such as RCS or electromagnets. In so doing, the CMG gimbal positions are
normally returned to their reference position, usually a zero momentum
state.
Each steering law was compared on the basis of complexity, accuracy,
mathematical singularities, failure adaption, performance after failure, and
growth potential. No attempt was made to weigh the importance of each
comparative factor and the ratings shown in Table 2 are somewhat subjective.
However, on the basis of an elaborate digital simulation (Appendices A, B,
and C) the pseudo inverse consistently gave better performance than the other
steering laws, especially when various CMG failures werc simulated, and
was relatively easy to implement. The context in which the comparative
factors were used are as follows:
I. Complexity -- The mathematical manipulation and logic required
for implementation.
2. Accuracy -- The pointing and jitter performance obtained through
simulations.
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3. Singularity -- Combinations of gimbal angles which can cause
zeros in the denominator of the steering law, hence, program divergence.
4. Failure Adaption -- The corrective actions that must be taken in
the event of a CMG failure, in particular, changes in the steering law.
5. Performance After a Failure -- Pointing and jitter performance
with one CMG out.
6. Growth Potential -- Minimmn modilications required to accom-
modate nlore than four CMGs.
7. Gyro hang-up -- A combination of gimbal angles which prevents
the desired torque from being produced: (a) cannot transfer attitude error
through the steering law, and (b) the conlmanded torque is perpendicular to
the instantaneous CMG torque vector (H • T ::0) . The ultimate in gyro-
c
hang-up is CMG saturation.
8. Cross Coupling -- Not being able to produce a torque about one
axis without also torquing a transverse axis.
9. Efficiency -- Capability of using the total momentum available
without gyro hang-up or cross coupling.
The "constant gain" steering law is derived by assuming small gimbal
angles and assmning that the CMGs operate similar to scissored pairs. As
implied by the name, the constant gain steering law contains constants which
can easily be implemented on an analog computer. It is the simplest of all
laws but is valid for gimbal angles less than tg0 degrees. It contains no
singularities. With one CMG failed, the CMG null position must be redefined
and a new constant gain steering law derived which is valid about the new null
position. After a failure, the gimbal angles tend to become larger and the
performance degrades.
The "maximum contribution" is derived by assuming that each CMG
operates independently. The gimbal rate of each CMG is commanded to
produce as much as possible of the desired torque. In complexity, it compares
favorably with the constant gain steering law. Excellent performance is
obtained as long as the gimbal angles stay small, ttowever, as the gimbal
angles become large, gn2ro hang-up conditions are approached and the per-
formance is degraded due to cross coupling torques. There are no singular-
ities in the maximmn contribution steering law and no changes are required
for failure adaption. With only three CMGs operating, the performance is
degraded due to cross coupling CMG torques.
6O
The "pseudo inverse" steering law basically minimizes the norm
between gimbal rates and is based on the work of R. Penrose [ 8]. A 3 by 1/
matrix inversion is required to get the inverse, along with several matrix
multiplications. It represents the ultimate accuracy in performance. With
one CMG failed, the pseudo inverse reduces to an exact inverse without
program modifications, and its performance is not degraded. Since the
pseudo inverse tends to produce exactly what is commanded, there arc no
cross coupling torques, tIowever, gyro hang-up conditions can be approached
as the gimbal angles become large. The pseudo inverse is recommended for
HEAO-C.
The "Bendix summation of three gimbal" solutions is much more
complex than any of the other candidate steering laws. Basically, the CMG
torque vectors are arranged in combinations of three. There are four possible
combinations, each having an exact inverse. The solutions to each combina-
tion are summed to produce the steering law. It is not known what the equiwt-
lent constraint equation would be or what, if anything, is being minimized.
The Bendix law introduces several singularities that are inherent o_fly to their
scheme. In addition, gyro hang-up conditions can be attained. Singularity
detection and avoidance techniques are required which compound the com-
plexity. Failure detection and corrective actions are required. However,
after a failure only one of the three gimbal inverses would be used, in which
case the steering law reverts to an exact inverse and the performance
improves. The Bendix steering law is not recommended for ttEAO.
The "BECO H-distribution" is derived by assuming a constraint
between the gimbal rates that tend to distribute the CMG momentum to avoid
gyro hang-up conditions. In addition to a constraint equation, a 4 by 4
matrix must be inverted, increasing its complexity. It performed well in
simulations; however, complete reprogramming is required to accommodate
a CMG failure. With one CMG out, supposedly the exact inverse would be
used, improving performance.
The "G. E. transpose with torque feedback" is a variation of the
maxinmm contribution steeril N law. Basically, each CMG is commanded
individually with the CMG torque signal being fed back to prevent ovcrcontrol
and provide stability. It is more complex than the nmximum contribution
with about the same performance capabilities. As the gimbal angles become
large, gyro hang-up conditions can also be attained. Both the maximum
contribution and G.E. steering laws offer maximum growth potential. As
more CMGs are added, the cross coupling between CMGs becomes less and
the performance improves. The main objection to this type steering iaw is
that the system bandwidth varies as a function of the CMG gimbal position.
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Each steering law was evaluated through digital simulations of vehicle
pointing performance. Based on factors such as complexity, accuracy, CMG
failure adaption, performance after failure, mathematical singularities, and
singularity avoidance, the pseudoinverse CMG steering law is preferred over
the other steering laws. As a specific comparison, the Bendix steering law
introduces several singularities that are inherent to their law and make
necessary a rather complex singularity detection and avoidancescheme. By
far, the Bendix three-gimbal inverse steering law is more complex than any
other candidate steering law without a corresponding increase in either
accuracy or reliability. In contrast, the pseudoinverse is more accurate
than any of the other laws, adapts to a failure mode without software modifica-
tion, and performs after a failure (assuming failure identification) without
any degradation.
With the magnetic system continuously dumping CMG momentum, the
candidate CMG steering laws were simulated. In all cases, the stored CMG
momentum remains near zero; consequently, the gimbal angles stay very
small. Even under worst environmental torque conditions, the deviation of
the angles from their null position was only about3 degrees. As a result, all
steering laws performed equally well and all produced excellent pointing and
jitter performance. Since the gimbal angles stay vers_small, a constant gain
steering law is adequatefor HEAO with magnetic momentum dump. However,
if rapid slewing is commanded, the gimbal angles becamelarge during the
maneuver. If HEAO is required to maneuver rapidly (for example, solar
flare viewing in an antisolar direction), the pseudoinverse or maximum
contribution steering law is recommended. Moreover, either steering law
does not require any modification in the event of a CMG failure, providing
fail operational capability. Assuming one CMGhas failed, the magnetic
system will automatically drive the remaining CMGsto a new null (zero
momentum) position, without anychangesbeing made in the software.
As long as the gimbal angles stay small, as with continuous momentum
dump against the earth's magnetic field by electromagnets, all steering laws
perform about equally well. As the gimbal angles becomelarge there arc
significant differences in performance. These differences are due to the
steering laws' ability to cope with singularities, gyro hang-up, and cross
coupling CMG torques. Basedon a comparison of the candidate steering
laws for HEAO, the pseudoinverse is recommendedfor ItEAO-C. As an
alternate, the maximum contribution should beconsidered, especially if
more CMGs were addedfor greater reliability over the two year mission.
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The HEAO-C control system is described in Appendix A, including
electromagnet sizing for continuousmomentum dump. Euler's equations for
HEAO-C with the four-skewed CMG configuration illustrated in Figure 2 are
derived in Appendix B. The digital simuiation of HEAO-C is described in
Appendix C aiong with typical performance results using the various CMG
steering laws. The spacecraft inertia properties, orbital parameters, and
feedbackgains are also given.
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APPENDIX A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An alternate actuator system proposed for HEAO-C is composed of the
four skewed CMGs for maneuvering and attitude hold during normal operations,
a cold gas RCS for control during orbit adjust stage (OAS) burn and initial
stabilization, and three orthogonal electromagnets for momentum management
of the CMGs and for direct control torque in the event of two CMG failures.
Such a system will be more reliable, weigh less, and provide greater depth of
failure without degrading system performance than the RCS-CMG system base-
lined for HEAO-C. For long lifetime missions such as HFAO, a considerable
amount of RCS fuel is required to dump the accumulated CMG momentum due
to biased environmental forces. It seems only natural to consider the produc-
tire use of environmental forces such as gravity gradient or the earth's mag-
netic field. Previous studies for the Skylab program show that gravity gradi-
ent can be utilized to dump CMG momentum. However, during dump, the
spacecraft's pointing requirements must be ignored and the vehicle maneu-
vered in a specific sequence such that the gravity gradient counteracts the
accumulated momentum. For tIEAO, experiment viewing time takes priority
and precludes the use of gravity dump except perhaps as a backup measure.
Currently, the earth's magnetic field offers the greatest growth potential for
utilizing the HEAO environment for control purposes, without sacrificing
experiment viewing time by imposed maneuvers or restricting the observatory's
orientation.
MAGNETIC TORQUER
Basically, the advantage of utilization of controlled interactions with
ambient fields is that no fuel need be carried aboard the vehicle for CMG
momentum dump. However, the use of electromagnets to react against the
earth's magnetic field does require additional power to clrive the coils. The
magnetic system proposed for HEAO consists of three electromagnets aligned
orthogonally with each vehicle control axis which is assumed to be a principal
axis. When current is passed through the coils, a dipole moment, _I, is
generated which reacts with the earth's magnetic field, B, to produce a
torque, _ . The torque produced obeys the vector cross product
m
T- = 1_-'_x I_ (A-l)ITI
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It is al)parcnt that the torque produced is perpendicular to both the dipole
moment and the earth's field. Although limited in magnitude by the electro-
magnet size, the direction of the dipole can be produced in any direction. At
any instant of time, the magnitude and direction of the eaPth's field depends on
tile obscrvatorv's ort)i{:_l I}osition relative to the suPfaee of the earth. The
vector COml}onents el B woul(I 1)c obtained I)\ onl)oar(t magnetometers. The
magnitude of M wtPies as a [unction of the euPPents toeing t)assed through the
coils at ally time. To maximize the torque l)Poduced by a given cuPPent, the
(lipole gcnePatcd should be perpendicular to the earth's field. Moreover, it
is al}l)arcnt that a IoP(tue eatli'lot be llroduce(1 in the direction of I_.
At some instant of time, the desired torque ma.\ 1)e aligned with I_, in
which case it cannel t)e l)ro(luced, tloweveP, these I)eriods ape relatively short
because, as the orl)ital I)osition of the ot)ser\aloPv chanRes , a corresl)onding
change oe_'urs in the direction of the uarth's field. O\eP any time interval
dut'ing an oH)it, the ('MGs l)Poduc(' the {lesired toPque Pe(luiPe(I fop fine control
an(I lhe magnetic toPquc, if a\ailablc, is used todum 1) the momentum accumu-
lated in the CMGs. The magnetic system proposed for tIEAO pro\'i(les a torque
prol}ortional to lhe stoPe(1 momentum. As such it is a seeon(larv contPol torque
and, i[ it cannot momentarily l)e l)roduce(I, the \chicle pePformanee is not
degra(led.
MAGNETIC CONTROL LAW
l,(t iIR, L'._I(,J lnon_t, ntum })e dcnote(I I)v the vector
n h i h j -. h k (A-2)
X V Z
Then, if a I)rOl){}rtional s vstcm is consi{Icl'(,(t, the' magnetic tor(lUC, required to
dural) the ('M(] momenta must be l)rOl)Ortion:_l to t] but Ol)l)osite in diPeetion;
therefore,
T -K iiIll Ill
where I< is an arl)itraPv t'onstant to 1)(, (IctcPn]inc(I. t'](tuating equations (A-l)Ill
and (A-:_) an(t taking the vector cross l}ro{luc[ of I-_ with 1)oth sides gives
]2 (_KmH) ]2 (_-] P,) t3-'M - (_-] • B)I3 (A-4)
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The maximum torque for a given magnitude of B and M is obtained when
is normal to B, implying that "M • B = 0. For this case, equation(A-4)
can be solved for M to give
= _Km(B x H)/B 2 (A-5)
Equation (A-5) gives the dipole moment required to dump the CMG momentum
H-. In expanded form, the vector components of the required magnetic control
law for momentum dumping are
M = (-K /B2)(Byhx m z
M = (-K /B2)(B h
y m zx
M = (-K /B_)(B h
Z m x y
- Bzhy)
- Bxh z)
- Byh x)
(A-6)
Of course, the magnetic dipole can be directly related to current and voltage.
For use on HEAO, the power has been arbitrarily limited to 10 watts per elec-
tromagnet. Substituting the dipole commands into the torque equation [equa-
tion (A-l)] produces
T = (-K /B2)(B × H) x g : (-K /B2)[B2I] - B(B • H)I (A-7)
m m nl
m
as the magnetic torque produced to dump the CMG momentum. If H is per-
pendicular to B, then B • H = 0 and the exact torque needed for momentum
dump is produced. Consider the other extreme and assume that H is aligned
with B. In this case, H can be expressed as a constant k times B (H = kB)
and equation (A-7) becomes zero. That is, no magnetic torque is produced
when the earthts field is tmfavorable for dumping momentum. Only that portion
of the desired torque which is perpendicular to the earth's field will be pro-
duced at any given time. Ilowever, momentum can be dumped on one axis at
the expense of increasing momentum on another axis, but the total magnitude
will always be reduced by the magnetic system.
In the event of two CMG failures, the magnetic system could be used to
provide direct torque in addition to dumping CMG momentum. For direct
torque control, the magnetic torque would be set proportional to the desired
control torque, _" • The desired torque is based upon attitude error signals
C
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which have beenweighted b,vappropriate feedbaekgains. Normally, tile CMGs
would provide this torque through the CMG steering law. The dipole moment
required for direct torque commands ix obtained by setting
T K T' (A-s)Ill t_' ('
In a manner similar to that used to obtain tile dipole commands for momentum
dump, the dipole command for direct torque control is
_'-'i I<c (_, T c) 'f 17>2 (a-9)
Assuming two CMGs have failed, the (lil)ole conlnlands would t)c a com-
I)ination of that rcquire(l for momentum (luml) and direct conll'o[. The magnetic
torque would I)e set c(tual to
T : -K I-] + 1< T (A-I(I)
ill Ill C C
The eorresl)on(ting dil)ole solution is
-g>,(-K 7i+K ¥c) -K K
_= m _ _ m e - ¥c) (A-ll)i_ B_ (-g_,Ti) + -_r,, (B_ .
llcnce, th(, l()rnl of th(, (lil)()lc, coniin:tlld chan_es acc'or(lil'lg to the type actuation
desire(l. Approl)riatc vttItl(,S for Wit, ('OilStztitt:_ tll'___ I< = 0. (/1 and K = 1.0.
I Tl C
Electromagnet Sizing
The inaxinlun-i dipole is l)hvsicallv limitc(I 1)v the shat)e and volume of
the olecti'omagrict, 1.he Iltlllli)or of tui'ns lit the coil, curroll[ l)assed through the
coils, and I)hysical l)rol)erties of tile materials tlsed, lit sizing the electro-
magnets, low I)owcr usage is selecte(I over weig_'hl as a (lesign criterion. A
maxin-lum of 10 watts per coil has lx'('ll 'drl)itrarilv sclccte(I as all Ul)l)er limit
:lrl(l the rest of the n_agiwtic s.vstcm has I)ccn sized :tccor(lingl.v to n'ieet tile
reqtiirod torqu(, :Jill ,"Or Itlonlc,nlclir_ _luin I) C.al)ul)ility . The nlagnetic s),'stenl
would he insi;tll,,_l in ihc OAS and, lop this reHson, the length of the electro-
lnagllet has I)c'c, ll liinilcd to (j()iilches.
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Based on simulation results for which the dipoles per axis were limited
to selected values, it was found that a dipole moment per axis of 0.2 ft-lb/
gauss was adequate to dump the expected secular momentum due to gravity
gradient torque. However, under worst-case conditions, the magnetic system
could not dump all the accumulated momentum and the CMGs could saturate in
about one day. For direct torque control, the magnetic system must produce
a torque equal to or greater than that of gravity gradient, in which case a
dipole moment of 0.4 ft-lb/gauss is desirable. With a properly sized magnetic
system, two out of four CMGs can be failed and still maintain acceptable
HEAO-C performance. For this reason a value of 0.4 ft-lb/gauss was selected
as a basis for designing electromagnets for HEAO-C. A candidate electro-
magnetic torquer design to meet the above specifications is shown in Table A-1.
In this case, an AEM 4750 Core was assumed to be utilized.
TABLE A-1. ELECTROMAGNET TORQUER DESIGN DATA
Weight, lbm
Max Power, W
Outside Diameter, in.
Core Diameter, in.
Core Volume, in. _
Max Magnetic Moment,
amp-turn-in 2
Torque Produced in a 0.35
gauss field, ft-lb
Flux Density, gauss
Field Intensity, oersted
Core Material
Winding Material
Total
( 1 torquer)
110
10
2.45
2.1t
209.5
544O
0.14
12 000
20
AEM 475O
Alu minum
T oral
( 3 torquers)
330
30
628.5
9422
o. 24
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As simulation data were obtained using coils for CMG momentum
dump, an improvement in observatory performance was noted. A linear
analysis of the HEAO-C equations of motion proved that magnetic momcnLum
dump introduced the integral of attitude error through the control loop, improv-
ing both pointing and jitter performance of IIEAO-C. Moreover, since momen-
tum is continuously dumped, the CMG gimbal angles stay very small, pcrn_it-
ting the use of a constant gain steering law. Since the coil commands arc
based on the CMG momentum state, when one CMG is l'ailcd, the remaining
CMGs arc automatically driven to a new null (zero momentum) state without
rcprogramming or software modification. The following arc some of the
advantages of using electromagnets for continuous momentum matlagcmcnt:
1. No [Llcl OF R(TS rcquirc(t for monwntum (hlmp.
2. IAfctimc not limitc(t 1)y C×l)cndal)lcs.
3. Saturation detection not require(/.
[a-w.
4. Vet\ small giml)al angles permit use o|' a constant gain steering
5. One ('MG fail Ol)Crational c:ll):lbilitv.
6. Operation with two CMGs failed is possible.
7. Sm_lll size ('M(;s (50 ft-ll)-scc each) could })c use(1.
8. Iml)ro\c(I iminting i)crloi.mancc.
There arc, howcvcr, somc possible (lisadvantagcs in the usc of electro-
magnets. These arc I)ossi})lc magnctic contamination, which ma\ n'cquirc that
certain (.Oml)OnCnlS stl('h as l)hOton/ultil)licr tubes I)(, shicl(tcd, or l)owcr usage,
which would be limit(<] to ;}(t walts for the three coils. Oxcrall, the s x'stcm
should 1)(, more reliable than (me using I{('S (lUml).
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The attitu(Ic sensing and control s,\'slcm cOral)Orients arc shown in Fig-
tli'O A-1. The SOlISOi'S proxidc attitudc inl'orinaLioil which is i)rocosscd in a
central coinl)utcr Io _cncralc attitude error signals, 'l'i_c control laws and
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Figure A-1. HEAO-C attitude sen_ing and control system.
algorithms are generated within the computer to drive the actuator systems.
The actuators (CMGs, RCS, and electromagnets) provide the torque required
for attitude hold against environmental disturbances and for maneuvering.
Most of the components are redundant so that fail operational capability exists
for most subsystem failures. As illustrated, there are three coarse sun sen-
sors, two digital sun sensors, six rate gyros, four fixed head star sensors,
and two 3-axis magnetometers. There are three input-output processors and
oomputers with only one operational at any time. The RCS is completely dual
redundant with only half the system normally in use. There are three orthog-
onal bar torquers in the magnetic system, each with separate drive electronics
and all are normally operating. All four skewed CMGs are also normally
operating. However, any bar torquer or CMG can be failed without degrading
system performance. If two CMGs fail, control can be maintained if the mag-
netic system is used to provide direct torque as well as CMG momentum
management.
7O
0
The interaction between the attitude sensing and control system and the
HEAO spacc(,raft is shmvn in I,'i_urcA-2. Ground (.'ommands for pointing to
various target sot,r(,cs at(, used to I)rogram and/or drive the guidance, navi-
gation, and sequencing lo.aic it_ the, control ('omputcr. Based on the attitude
commands and the present vehicle attitude from the onboard sensors, the
vehicle control law forms an attitude error signal, usually denoted as the
commanded torque, _ . Then, the c()mman(Icd torque must be processed
(_
by an appropriate actuator stt,cring law to obtain signals to drive the actuators.
The actuators (('M(ls, IICS, {_r magncti(, torqucrs) l)ro(hwc a control torque
on the vehicle' that c(mntcracts the disturbance torques, Td, and forces the
attitude ('rrors tr) zero. t_,:ls(.{t on lh(, ('MG accumulated nmn_cntum status
and thc earth's magnetic ficl(t, the ma>._,_,tic coils arc cncrgizt,d to l)roduce
a dipole moment which reacts with the ('arth's magnetic field to produce a
magnetic torque, T . The magnc.tic torque is normally usc,d continuously to
1ll " "
kee t) the CMG lnomentum near zero, thus, l)rc\'enling CMG saturation. \Vith
the magnetic system, the, tICS is not us,,d in normal ()l_crational modes after
the orbit has been ('stablisht'd. I,',itht.r with ¢_r without the' magnetic system,
however, an RCS is still r_,quirc¢l for initial stal)ilixation, control during
orbital adjust stage Imrn, initial st)lat" :l¢:(lkli._ition , c'slal)lishing the [irsl
celestial reference, an(I attitude h()l(1 (lurin_ checkout b_'forc and while the
CMGs arc acti\atcd. \Vhill_ establishing the orbit an(1 (Ittl'in g' initial checkoul
phases, the IiCS ix tl._,_l _'ontinta(>_.lsl5 'Js _'cq'_lil'c(I. Al'tt'v th(. ('5I(}s arc opwr-
ational, th(, I{CS is on13 used I)_'rio(li(:all\ tot" (__\1(.} m_m_cntum dump or
cmcrgcncit,s. N_)l'lll',tl Ill;tll(Yl.l\rL!I'il'l_ _tll(] attilLl, tC ,omr,)l ix (tone' by gimbaling
the CMGs.
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APPENDIX B. EULER'SEQUATIONSFORHEAO-C
"i hi' _1\ _l:_mic _,quations which govern the rotational motion of a rigid
IIICA() with ['otlr skewed sin-le gimbal C3IGs arc' obtained 193' equating the timo
¢let'i_,ttli_¢, of lhc, total s,vstcm angLtlat" n]omentum to the Skill1 Of tile alH)lie(l
tot'quus:
tl
t
The al)l_]io( torquos are (luc, to olavil'oD_nlcnlH[ forces such as g_'a\'it3, aerodv-
natal(, and _'h'(,ll'oma_'n(,t interactions, :111(I to OI1130__11"(] nctuatovs such as roac-
tion it,'ts whitch t,:,:l._Ol 111ass ll'onl the sl)acccraft. Simulations have shown that
lof higher orbits, the (Ion_inant environmental tol'quc is gravity gradient, T,
and tile others can be ignored (lul'ing I_rt,'liminary design studies. Normally,
torque due to elt,'ctromaxnet interaction with the t,'Ht'th's am})ient field is very
small. 13ut, sinet,, :tn t,'lt,'ctroma_znct s\stt,,ln is prol)oscd for corHintlous momen-
tttm man;tgemcnt ()1 lh(. ('3,1Gs, tilt,, nmgn('tit,' lOl'f|tlt,' Riv('I1 I).V tilt,* ('quation
-- n
T (B-2)111
must t)c, includ(_d as an at)l)lic(I torque. Although a venction jet control system
will I,. ,,. I_ _ _. ',_ ;_,t_,:l.'. it ntH ¢'{J_.,i_l(,l'(.(I :Is zt l):_rl of iht,, l'.ulur O(luations
sine.t_, tl,u, _;:_si, ul,i<._.tJ,t 1.-, it)'._now thu i)ol'lol'lll:tnct, , ol l.}lt,' ('.\IG svst_,m along
with I_:_. i,,_,i,_, , :-.
The' totnl "5V:_I('I?? HII_tlIHt" lllonlc'llttllll is comt)ose(I of two parts: that duo
to the :,t_a,('f'_':tlt :,_uli()n :lb;,i t}!:tl ¢ltp_' [o tilt_' C'.'_,l(u}s. "l'ht,' Sl)Z/(:t.C'l':tft _ll]gl.ll0.12
IllOIllCllttlllJ [i i-; l:_,.. }_'O_lt_,{ oi iLA il)u'l'ti:t tCII.'-5OI', 1, _tD(l _tllgtll_ll' l'_tlC, ,a.'.
X
I;'of stt.ld\ i)tlrl_os_/s, tht. [_ _<ltn'l_ H' incl'tia :tt't' _IHSI.IlllC!(I to I)o Z(,l'O, ill \v]lic.h
C:I_SO
ii t _ , 1 .c i t.. I. (B-4)
V \ ),. I' V \ I Z Z I'
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is the vector form of the Spacecraft momentum relative to its reference coor-
dinates. The CMG momentum has previously been derived in the spacecraft
reference coordinates as:
c = hxri + hyJr + hz rk , (B-5)
whose components are given by equation (28). The total vehicle momentum is
= n + _ (B-6)
t v c
The time derivative of any vector relative to inertial space is equal to
its derivative relative to its reference coordinates plus the cross product of
the angular motion of the reference coordinates relative to inertial space and
the vector. The angular motion of the spacecraft body reference coordinates
is given by
= Wxir + C°yJr + Wzkr (B-7)
Selecting body reference coordinates as a basis in which to perform the vector
operations, equation (B-l) becomes
H _ x Ht = T + T (B-S)(Ht)inertial = ( t)reference +
m g
or
__" _
H + w x H + tI + _ X H = T + _ (B-9)
v v c c m g
Performing the indicated vector operations produces the Euler equa-
tions for HEAO-C. The vector components of equation (B-9) produce three
equations which govern the rotational motion:
I w + (I -I ) a: _: + h
x x z y y z x
I w + (I -I ) _: _a + _1
y y x z x z y
I _ + (I - I ) _ ,z ,-- _I
z z y x x y z
+ h _a -h _' T -+ T i
z y y z my g.'x J
+ h a: - h .z T + T (B-10)
x z z x my gS ;
f
+ hy as - h ._' T - T ]X X %: ITI Z _ Z
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As derived in the main text, equations (28) and (30),
h b .,(i?!>x,_ il,,N_t z
\,
1_ h,t'<':, tl:(:_l - _'i:(htSo' t - h;Sc/':;)
([_- 11)
:trill
I{ ,%;f, i: (',_
.\
,:_,he('(l, (, h;('(_ ;
, ,!iz('i.J(',l . _ ;lliS+i :
111 _ +;,ihICi_C<_,_
arc the CMG moilloiituni .l!ld toi'tlttC, OOllll)Ol_ents.
Th(. i4i'tlvil, IOi'(i_,, _ _lt_l_Oiic.fll._ iil't' given Ijv
T :;... -(I
/ \
.\ Z
' "<iihiC(t'i) 1
(_'lhl ('t7('{I i
• I
-- _1 lhiS_ll
(B-12)
(B- 13)
_vh(.rt i; . _," , ,i_,i i{ LI _,,. z_,._ , _,_;l_c_=_ ills c_l lho local vcrtical unit vector ln'O-
i _ ' (' t _ ' ' _ + : _ ' ' " : t ' P ' ' I' i ]' 5 ' ' I [ ' ' ' C" I_'n't;_t_l/'S tlllft .d iS l!!(' orllil_li :/11_'111:11' I':tlo,
o
'l'ho ll.,:.[litl<, '.t,i t',t <,:r,: ......... :, c'_i::.tlil)ll (1_-2), LIFt'
'1 A i ; ,_ I
1112_
l ;
/
i !:
\ ",
l;-lt)
\1 .',_ ,: .. Lt '!ix _h(' ('t_ (!_),i_,:liLjii_'l ,[il)ol_' t'oilllion('ills ;t11.! t;
t', '\
ai'(' 1_(' , ::_'ii_':- iii;t7 i+ Ii(. Iicld t'_,iill'>tJill'lllS , :ill ('x;lll't'SSt)d in I_od,
V
coor_iiimtos.
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The spacecraft is related to solar inertial coordinates by a Euler angle
sequence. The solar coordinates are defined by having the X -axis pointing
s
to the sun, the Z -axis perpendicular to the ecliptic plane directed northward,s
and the Y -axis completing a right-hand triad in the ecliptic plane. The trans-s
formation between coordinates is derived by first rotating about the X -axis
s
by the angle _ , then rotating about the once transformed Y'-axis by the
s
angle 0 and, finally, about the twice transformed Z"-axis by the angle _ InS "
vector matrix form,
x = B _ (B-I_)r rs s
The elements of B (a 1, 2, 3 rotation order) are
rs
B11 = C0 C_
Bt2 = C0 S_
B_a = SO S¢
B21 = -CO S¢
B22 = C o C¢
B2a - s0 c¢
B31 = S0
B32 = -SO CO
B33 = CO C0
(B- 16)
The body angular rates, equation (B-7), are related to the Euler angular rates
by the kinematic relations
x
_o = bc_ - _cos_,
Y
z
(B- 17)
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The inverse |'elations are
• ( -_'
.. q ,
z
,: S.: ) ,'('t_
.c :-;'
v (B- 18)
.\,J¢tiiE, t;._i _.,,_l_[:_:tl: "_ :tn_[ {l'_tllsfol'nl:ttiolls ]Jctwc, on cool'dinat(_,s aft t'cquil-(2d
[U g('ilt i;lt_ {}h (.:11 th'- m:_m,ti(, l'ichl and the local ve_'tical \'eetor components.
'l'h(,_(, :_,._, (.(,i_l:_i_(,_l in Ila( III,I:\()-A summar.\" tel)Oft NASA TMX-5397(i Ill and
tli(' ._,i l_ll_J;ili(_il _j(iiili_iloi) (IOC'tllll( tit [)I'(?IHI t't_(l t)V ('Ollll)tlt(21" S(.'ittnl4es COl.i)oration '
tluni>_i!J_ , +',,J;iix_l,_:, 191. Also, a(l(litional information on the transl+ot.mations
and gl':tx it\ l(.)l'(ll.t(' :i|'(' ('onl_tili(,(I in NASA TMX-5:;829 I101.
["_' :-ttutv 1,11rt_o_(.s , the HI<AO body rcl'crence coolxlinatcs are defined
]_y X v !_, I, i- I ,'_]_:.n_lictll:l r to the harcl-mount(,d solal" panels, Y which is
F F
along the axi> ol itlinimulu inertia (long axis), and Z which eompleles a
I"
riKhl-h:_l_t i|'i:ut. \\h_,p, th(' ILII(21' _tllglC','-; aFt' ZCI'O, []1(_' bO(/V l'('fcl'Cll('(' ;.lncl
solar ('()()l,Jlll;tlt'.% J'¢' HliRnc'(I. Vehicle IJointing t)(_,rlot'n_ancc , is measured bv
th(' Nol:||" ()II:-,( ( :|till ', i_ , th(' targ'ct I)ohllillg ' C'F/'OF, 6 , and the spacecraft
s ])
itll,:_|a[:_J' ':i . , ,
I,
i
" ,,_,i {:i '. _ ,iLg, lt 1% d,[\t'tl }:,\
]
[) L' (" -'.c ):'1 (i¢-2o)
wM.'i'{ , , ,, , _! _'_ !i_, ,'o_n:_i_i,_ t:|tler anpih_,s rt,(luir(,d for t:tr;gct
!)i)illliti'.. 11_. I,.ii':, -j_ I{'_'('l':tl[ {! ".i'-; 10 :In {,\lll,l'Jll/{,ll[ t,,ll.g.ot SOtll'('(,. 1']1_' lolLll
Sl),t('('_'_':+i i ;i_i, ' , (','_nm_ml\" |'('tc_'rcd I() :is .iill('|', is gi\('n b v
I
.i
,, -_' _c -" ") ' (_-21)5: \ Z
th', !'_;ii :: , _i.,[ii lt_'.' !iH:--{)i-:<l:,::l i,_.'.1:_ _I-,,q.'FV;I{.Oi',,' :_/xjs_ iS _:,JVdli t)\"
F c (15-22)
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During normal operations, the HEAO-C performance requirements are
5 - 37 degrees
S l6 <- 1 arc minuteP
5 <- 5 arc minutes
r
1 arc second/second t
(B-23)
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APPENDIX C. PERFORMANCESIMULATIONS
INTRODUCTION
A _fi_it:JJ COmlmtcr program was written to simulate the dymlmie behav-
i(,_' ol i' ILK.\()-(" ._]);tc, ccr_t]'/ in a cir('ulal' earth orbit. The program is basic-i]('
"il]v ._ modil'i(:alion of I]](, l)rogram [91 used for l[FAO-Awith the addition of
('\I(i _l\i]:tmi(,,_ ;tl](l ,_tccein_ law. The (_Cltlalions which were l)rogrammed were
Jittj(,i"_ ('(lu;_i(ms Io_' vot',Itioual molion al)out the l)eineipal obser\atorv body
:l.\c_, l'_ul(,r'_ kin('_n,tticul r('lation._ which relate the ol)scrvatorv bocl.xl I)rinci-
pzi] _I\('._; 1o ih(' x()l;iv r('lci'(,ilc(,, tl'an._lormational matrices whioh eelate the
Oil\ ii'oniil(,lll,<t] Ior(,(,_-> {()Ill(, ()]),_('l'\_lloi'v i)odv axe, s, control logic which relates
the I l I.L\O sf>a('('c j.:_ fl's _tllil tlftO ('l'l'Oi'L'-; Lilld Fates throtlg'h apt)rol)riat e feedback
_:linS Io :tl)l_,li(.(t Iol'qtlos ;ll)t_ut lhc oiJs('i'vatol.v l)odv axos, a sl)hcrical harmonic
eXlJanMoi_ of th(, _':ii'li]'s in:i_nct (, Field, ('XIG d.\'nalnics, several selected
Sl(_'(,rill7 l'<l,.v:<, _ln([ I11a_>n(..[i(, ('oilti'o] lol'qtio lOgiC i'of (_'M(] nlolllOlltUm n!anago-
111 L! II [.
i"(Jl' ;t(l(i_,<l rt_aLisi-n, tilt, t)l'LL_i';li_,: illC]tl(iO(_ all nattlFttl il-LovonielltS which
('ouI(l tilJt't'l ii1(, 5}):t('l'('l'{lil'H <[lliltl_i(' li'i(lli()ll. Thes(2 movc_ments include the
car[]l'_ r('volulioi] _[t)()ut ih(, _ull (1 d('7. <l_i\ ), r(_grcssion of the aseendiilg iirio
of orl)il;ll i_()(Ic ((; dc,<_.,'_l:t_) al](t lh(, <':_l'ih'._ rol:tlion (:160 dog'/day). The cnviron-
ll/.elllLt] l(ll't-12_ ;It'[]D<_ O11 tilO, sl.);l('C'('i'Hl[ \\'l_l'{' D{I'L/\'iL\' Ol,L/(lit21l[ aerodynai]tic,
;li_,i s !
1'I_:. <t,_,_i_.ll,[ ,'_x ii'_Ji_in_,lll:il {oiktlll. i<<-,t]iLi{ (';iris(,([ I)\ <, ,," effects. TO
_ii_,_iilul( ' Ill<' <_,':ix _I';' toi'_ltlt. , lhc' _ (•t'lc>i ' t.ollllJon(qliS of [tlt' local l'aditis v(_'ctor
ilitl_l I_,, i_i.cj.i<.,,[_,l [lifo t_,(1\ cooi'(lin:itc._. The, clTect,_ of ol'lJita[ position, inoli-
,);l{icm, oll_il<i] _'( :,]('.<-;_i()n, tiinc oI _ _'cll', _ln(] I_o._ition of lh(, asccmding line of
iltJftt'_ \tt'l (. con_i_lcr(,(t in (h,i'i\in_ ll_t, i.(,(luii.ud {i'ansl'orn_alional matrices.
ill(, n]a2,iliiLi(Ic (/l the ,> <, tt_i'(lti(' al_o dellc'nds tl])O]] tho vehicle inoi'tia l)rop-
ertic._, in i);li-Iic, Ul;li • the dill(,r(,n(,(, bciwccn tile inertia values. Both sl)aceeraft
inertia \;tiu(,s tlnc[ oH)i/a] c'on(liti()l]_ w(,r(, sei(,c.iod such that the, g.g. lor(lu O
;iltaillO([ il_ i_l;ixitnll,,n t'<ilut,.
t'i<u_.(, (! I iiiCi.<-;ti';ilL, s ;t ,'-;JiiltjJjl]c,(I iJl(Jck (lia&i'am o! the tiI'LkL)-C digital
.<inltll;/titJil. '1'1,( _ _illiCi]_t{i()il ('()ill:iil_ It_tll' i]()niinc';ii'ilics: (1) linli[._ oil the
('_I(; '._,in]l,_ll i:11(,>; (2) liniil_ ()ll Ill(, t'._It; ,/4in_l):ll l)O_ilion_, which iIl't' llOt
-t_,,\\;,; (.'.) i_it:_ <,,_< ;_c.t_I_(>:,ili(,_ I,,(.,tl,;l(.l, ch;_nnt,I (l}OI ._hown); ;ul(l (-t) limits
_)_ Ih(. t I( _'li'(>i]l;t,4rlt. (lil_()lc, n/()l]l(,i)l,_. I)tll'in_ l]lc sinltlialioil FUllS, the limits
_i I,_it, (
• 7_l,, _4ii,it)_l }>t)si[i(m.<_ \V;'l't. ,<,,i.,t ,(i sii!c c, [no, CM(]s \vol-<., assLimed to
h'<i\(' tttilin}ik,(/ :tn_(il:li' i)()._iti(>ns.
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Parameters and Cases Simulated
:Z.,'.I.'. >;E 4-it-, lem?. (i_ointin_) a.\is inertia
%.' 11!t ._-',lu_-ft :-_, intwJlnc_li:t/c inertia axis
-.,:? _.,r, .itt_,.i(:, m:t>:itnu_ (4tt_w_t'{I) inertia axis
Z,li _. I!li. , Ot'l_il:/l _lltiltl_h'
3,:q. 7> ,i_..:, ,.:;'!,itzt] ill_"lJl'<tti(:.n
i'.{) ,!_-_, )_,3_>_'];i[r; [(-I i'llnit.[(,l' lillt' _.)t l]Od(.'s
:;i, r i;. ;,_, i_c>:cili{>l)(_i (;r(.(,nwic'h _nt. ri(li:tn rclali\{) to Arius
:'.-..,t t i}, <{._', i_ioll_{,rltuln f_t,r '_I(;
.... : ,_,, ,ii:,_,l,. li_l_it
.1 t,, '\. :_. : "-; (;_.,<i!l_!I_ ]'{'<'{iI_;It.'i,..Z:iln
•- !/;. _. i :- ,<>_4iIi_::I'_'_'dlxicl,u:lin
I t_ \-- t',: ,-- t':ll(' i_','ell_;_cl.:. R_tin" r ,N
i':_l, X-:t>,i,_ f_>>;ili_>n I'{'cdl)a('l< limit
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L = 481 ft-lb/rad, Z-axis position feedback limit
zm
(_I = 1 deg/see, CMG gimbal rate limit
K = 0.01, magnet dipole gain for momentum dumping
m
fl = 53. 1 deg, CMG skew angle
K
c
= 1.0, magnet dipole gain for direct torque if two CMGs have
failed
More than 100 cases were simulated for various HEAO-C configurations, orbi-
tal conditions, and control gains. Utilizing the base run parameters, with the
g.g. torque near its maximum value, six CMG steering laws were evaluated.
On the basis of this evaluation, the pseudo inverse steering law is recommended
for HEAO-C. Most of the simulation results shown are based on the pseudo
inverse CMG steering law and all on one set of the base run parameters. Dur-
ing the study period, several configurations were evaluated. These were a
HEAO configuration with distributed subsystems, a configuration with a sub-
systems module, and several configurations which had the orbital adjust stage
(OAS) attached. The inertia values shown above represent a growth version
of the HEAO with distributed subsystems and with the OAS attached.
The feedback control gains were selected to give a damping ratio of
0.7 and a natural frequency of 0.314. The corresponding time period is 20
sec and the system time constant is 10 sec/.rad. As shown in Reference 11,
the pointing error is proportional to the disturbance torque magnitude and
inversely proportional to the position feedback gain. In essence, the greater
the required pointing accuracy, the higher the feedback gains. Introduction of
I
integral position feedback permits the use of lower position and rate gains.
However, HEAO-C pointing performance can be obtained with only position and
rate feedback terms in the attitude error signal. As an alternate, electro-
magnets are used to dump the accumulated momentum against the earth's mag-
netic field. In this case, the magnetic loop also provides integral feedback of
the attitude error signal which improves vehicle pointing performance as an
added bonus. The objective of the attitude error signal is to formulate some
desired vehicle torque command.
The objective of the CMG steering law is to convert the torque com-
mands into CMG gimbal rate commands. When the CMG gimbal positions are
moved, a corresponding change occurs in the CMG momentum vector, hence,
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producing a control torque which acts on the vehicle to counteract tile disturb-
in!,_" torq_._ duo to !13o onvironmont. I&mllv, the steering lnw should make the
( .\1';._ i_ ),!_a¢:.. ,,.,:t<ll_ the [or(tuc \\hi¢'h i._ ro_nman(l(,(I.
,',]ili.. :-qi_,.,]:_liot_ (ktl:_ h:t\r l_(,¢,n l)]otlc(I :,s ',t l un('tion of orbit time as
_,,,.:i>:_.:'_ :{ !,_.i_ {1._, ;l>_('t,n(tin£ lin(, ol t_o(t(,:_, whi('t_ lot :vii cas(,s shown is at
the, I_(;_i)il_ K l(,rlninator. .:\1 :t (:ir(.ul:tr :lIlilu(Ie of 270 nntttical miles, the
_,_,},i{_l :,1,_ i- I. 1(1302 1(_--; I':.!">((' \vilh :t I)crio(I of 5(_Sfl see. "i'tlo orbital
IJill(' is _;.':ll_'l! ill l(!(!(I-S('(' jDt'l't'lll('lll>a OI1 all gr:q)hs. The time step used in
!l_(, _liai!:.l :;ir._ul:_ti()_ was (I. 5 s(,(:; lh:tl is, :_tl ('ach half-second of orl)il time,
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Response Capabilities
The maximum vehicle maneuver capabilities are determined by both
the CMG system torque and available momentum for maMng the maneuver.
Assuming 250 ft-lb-sec per CMG with the gimbal rate limited to 1 deg/sec,
each CMG has a torque capability of 4.36 ft-lb. Utilizing a four-skewed CMG
configuration with a skew angle of 53.1 degrees, the maximum torque per
vehicle axis is about 14 ft-lb on the sun pointing axis and 5 ft-lb on the two
transverse axes, as shown in Table C-1. The maximum rotational rate
' imparted to the vehicle is 2.66 rpm about the axis of minimum inertia
(Xv-aXis). On the sun pointing (Zv) axis, the momentum capacity of 800 ft-lb--
sec allows the CMGs to spin up the vehicle to 0. 109 rpm. Several runs were
made with HEAO-C operating in a spinup mode similar to that required for
HEAO-A. In all cases, HEAO-A performance requirements [1] were attained
with a wide margin. Maximum CMG torque on the Z -axis permits rapid move-
v
ment about the sunline for initial spinup or for small maneuvers about that
axis as in normal HEAO-C operation. In case of unusual maneuvers, as in
solar flare viewing, the spacecraft could be rotated about the Y -axis by 90
v
degrees. If a time optimal maneuvering command were issued, the rotation
for this antisolar viewing would take about three minutes plus another three
minutes estimated for settling out time to attain HEAO-C pointing require-
ments. This gives a total time of about six minutes. However, a time opti-
mal maneuver scheme was not incorporated into the tfEAO simulation and this
is an area for future study. Normal maneuvers of 90 degrees or less were
TABLE C-1. VEHICLE RESPONSE CAPABILITIES
Axes
X
V
Y
V
Z v
CMG Momentum
(ft-lb-sec) a
800
800
800
CMG Torque
(ft-lb) b
Max Turning
Rate (rpm) c
5.24
5.24
13.95
2.66
O. 110
O. 109
Time for 180 deg
Turn (min) d
2.18
6.54
6.59
a. Four 250 ft-lb-sec CMGs skewed at 53.1 degrees.
b. Max torque with gimbals at null; 1 deg/sec gimbal rates.
c. At CMG saturation.
d. Time optimal maneuver, settling out time not included.
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produces biased but cyclic momentum. However, the biased Y -axis torque
V
produces a linear buildup of momentum with time that will eventually saturate
the CMGs. This momentum buildup over a period of time is denoted as secular
NORTH ZS 1 PEP
IiYv (Zr)
Xv (Yr) /
rXs !
HEAO SOLAR REFERENCE AND EULER ANGLES (1,2,3)
YS
Z¥ _ w - --
ECLIPTIC PLANE
X¥ I Z°POPIN INERTIAL HOLD FOR
I MAX GRAVITY TORQUE /
I Xv=Z s, Yv'=-Ys AND Zv=X s /
/ i'_ \ , \ _,._,oo _..,8oo
___ _ _ _ EQUATORIAL PLANE
EARTH AT WtNTER SOLSTICE \ _ -4 ORBITAL PLANE
Figure C-2. Solar reference, standard orbital position
and spacecraft orientation.
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momentum and must be dumped to prevent CMG saturation. As shown, the
secular momentum is 405 ft-lb-sec per orbit and, as previously shown by the
CMG momentum envelope, four 250 ft-lb-sec CMGs produce a maximtml cap-
ability of about 800 ft-lb-sec in the Y -axis direction. Therefore, if momen-
v
tum is not dumped, the CMGs will saturate in about two orbits. Computer runs
verified the CMG saturation time. If, however, the CMGs' momentum size
were doubled to a value of 500 ft-lb-sec per CMG, then, under worst-case
conditions, about four orbits are required to reach saturation. One general
problem area for future study research is to investigate techniques for dumping
only the secular momentum without also dumping the cyclic portions. Starting
with zero initial conditions, the CMG momentum components are identical to
the g.g. momentum up to saturation, at which time the two diverge.
The Earth's Magnetic Field
The earth's magnetic field is generated by a subroutine, "B-Field. "
For proper operation, the spacecraft's latitude and longitude relative to the
Greenwich meridian must be input at each time of calculation, along with the
altitude and the time of year. The B-Field outputs are the vector components
and magnitude of the earth's magnetic field relative to a geocentric coordinate
system (eastward, southward, and outward directions). The parameters k ,
, and _ and the orbital position are used to calculate the latitude ande '
longitude. The B-Field outputs are operated upon by appropriate transforma-
tions to obtain the field components in solar and in spacecraft body reference
coordinates. Essentially, the B-Field 2 and its subroutines perform the
functions of a magnetometer [or measuring the earth's magmetic field in body
coordinates.
Figure C-5 gives the components of the earth's mag]mtic field for the
standard type orbit predominantly used during the simulation. The year 1974
was used as a reference for calculations. The southward component is always
negative since the field dipole is directed from south to north. Near the
magnetic equator at orbital times 0, 2800, and 5700 seconds both the eastward
and outward components are near zero. Since the orbit starts at the morning
terminator and the north mag_mtic pole is tilted toward the sun, the maximum
outward component, B is attained at an orbital time corresponding tor '
2. The B-Field, with its spherical harmonfc coefficients, digital program
can be obtained from the National Space Science Data Center, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Code 601, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771.
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Figure C-5. B-Field in geocentric coordinates versus orbital time _10 a see.).
about one-fourth (1400 see) and three-fourths (4400 see) orbit. Since the
spacecraft's latitude (Fig. C-6) only attains 28.5 degrees (equal to its orbital
inclination) the southward component never goes to zero. However, tile e:lst-
wal'd component is always near zero. The spacecraft longitude did not :ttt:_in
a value of 180 degrees during the orbit because or tile earth's rotation of
about 23 degrees per orbit. Both the spacecralt's longitude and latitttdc ale
shown in Figure C-(5 with tile corresponding B-Field outputs shown in l"i',4ur,
C-5 in gauss m_its.
The B-Fieht components shown in Figure C-5 are projected into solar
coordinates and lrom there to observatory body reference coordinates bS' the,
Euler angle sequence shown in AppendLx B. The earth's maglletic lJeld cam
ponents, as would be measured 1oy an onboal'd mag_etometer, arc sho\vn in
Figure C-7. The smlward component B is, in this case. ahvavs negative
Z _
and attains a magnitude of -0.39 gauss, the north\val'd (pert/endicul:_r t,, ii:_ _
ecliptic) component, B , is slightly biased positively with a nmxi_num v:ttL_e
x
(,f 0.26 gauss, and the B component in the ecliptic plane perpendiculnr to
Y
the sunline is near-cyclic. The maximum fiehl mag_litude is 0.4;_ a auss at
440(, see and the nlininlLtm is 0.24 gauss at 2700 see. The minin'tunt occ,'tt:'>
180
-- 9O
_3
o o
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- -90
-180
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
Figure C-6. Spacecraft longitude and latitude versus
orbital time (103 see).
BX
1 2
BY
3 4 5
Figure C-7. Earth's magnetic field components in vehicle
coordinates versus orbital time (103 sec).
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when the spacecraft crosses the equatorial plane which is also near the
magnetic and equatorial plane line of nodes, The maxima occur when the
latitu(le is greatest, at about the one-fourth and three-fourths points el the
orbit. The components given are for a stamlat'tt reference. Ito_evcr. by
reorienting the vehicle, completely dilTerent values couhl be obtained. But
the total magnitude curve, B , would remain the same regardless of
orientation because it depends only upon altitude and position of the center of
mass in orbit.
CMG STEERING LAW SIMULATION
The Constant Gain Steering Law
The corstant gain steering htw was the one first implemented t)ecausc
of its simplicity. The CMG gimbal rate c()mmands arc.
,rod
7,1 K A T b: B TCX CZ
L: I<A T - I,; T
cx B cy
; 1",A T - K B TCX CZ
\vh_2rc
I<A T , t< T
c x B cy
I<A -0.00125047
and
b: - 0. i)0333111
B
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for a skew angle of 53.1 degrees and 250 ft-lb-sec CMGs. Becausethe gains
KA and KB have beenderived to linearize the system whenoperating about
the CMG null position, pointing performance is expected to deteriorate when
the CMG gimbal angles get large. Figure C-8 illustrates typical performance
obtained by using the constant gain steering law. As long as the gimbal angles
are small, the pointing error is about equal to that obtained with the pseudo
inverse. On the first half-orbit the peak error is less than 0.07 arc min and
the gimbal angles (Fig. C-9) are less than 45 degrees. As the gimbal angles
become larger during the secondhalf of the orbit, a corresponding increase
occurs in pointing performance. At about 4400seconds, gimbal angle number
3 attains a value of 90 degrees at which time control is lost and the system
diverges. At this time, the CMGshave only accumulated 338ft-lb-sec
momentum (Fig. C-10). Using a constant gain steering law, less than one-
half of the total CMG momentum can be used for control purposes. For the
HEAO inertias and CMG size, momentum would have to bedumpedeach
half-orbit to prevent the gimbal angles from becoming too large. By increas-
ing the momentum per CMG to 500ft-lb-sec, excellent control over a full
orbit under worst-case conditions could be maintained without dumping CMG
momentum.
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Figure C-8. Constant gain pointing performance.
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Using three orthogonal electromagnets to generate a magnet dipole
which reacts against the earthrs magnetic field, continuous CMG momentum
damping is provided. As shown in Figure C-11, the pointing performance
improves considerably by using continuous momentum damping by magnetics.
The peak error is 0.022 arc rain at 4500 seconds. The gimbal angles (not
shown) deviate less than 4 degrees from their null position. As long as the
gimbal angles are less than 15 degrees, the constant gain steering law
performs as well as the most complicated laws or the pseudo inverse. The
accumulated CMG momentum is shown in Figure C-10 for the constant gain
steering law, both with and without continuous momentum dump. Without
magnetics, the momentum value is 338 ft-lb-sec at 4400 seconds after which
time control is lost, the vehicle rotates violently, and the momentum is
absorbed by increased vehicle angular rates. With magnetic damping, the
accumulated CMG momentum is less than 30 ft-lb-sec, indicating that very
small CMGs could have been used for pointing control.
RUN C-2
4 ,- MI = 0.4 0.022 M_N
'i
0 I I | I
1 2 3 4 5 To
ORBIT TIME (10 3 SEC)
Figure C-11. Constant gain pointing error with magnetic momentum damp.
Maximum Contribution
The maximum contribution (MC) steering law has been derived such
that each gimbal rate is commanded independently of the other gimbal rates
or positions. The steering law is
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arc constants that h,vc been derived to provide Lu]Jty gain through the CMG
loop.
, -.,_:_ _n,_..,it_' "_tt>c_'rin_4 law. each CMG gilrtbal rate is commanded
iaS J_ ;' . !r,,q_. 'V," _'t: :" }r_("qllil_) I¢ r!_,l_ll'Jl)tl|'O ItS llltlC'h :IS l}()s'4i}llt' !.o t]lO
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Figure C-13. CMG gimbal angles for the maximum contribution steering law.
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gimbal rates are all hard limited at 1 deg/sec (0. 017453 rad/sec). However,
the limit is not approached during normal attitude hold modes. The gimbal
rates shown in Figure C-14 correspond to the angles previously shown in
Figure C-13. These rates are typical for all steering laws (except the trans-
pose with torque feedback). In this particular rtm, a peak value of 0.055 deg/
rain, occurs at 4500 seconds.
16 a 3 = 0.055 DEG/MIN J,[._.
A RUN MC-68
(J _.1 I
_ 12 a _/_
. .... / J
_ .,_,."-d")(" _ .._.
, ,
u_ -4 I a I X\ /// o
]"igure C-14. C31G gimbal rakes with nlaxilllktln contribution steering,
CMG nmnber 3 was [ailed by setting its momentum to zero. However,
no change was made in computing the gimbal rate command for the remaining
CMGs. They were initialized to a new zero momentum state by setting
a 1= 9, o_2 = 56.4, and ai= -56.4 degrees. The resulting pointing per-
formance is shown in Figure C-15. The three CMG system hit a gyro hang-up
condition at 4100 seconds after which pointing control was lost. Before satura-
tion, both the gravity gradient and stored CMG momentum are identical but
differ once the CMGs have saturated. As shown in Figure C-16, about 300
ft-lb-sec have been stored in the CMG system when control was lost. The
momentum envelope for the three CMGs shown in Figure 7 has an indenture
centered around the gimbal axes of each CMG, at which point the maximum
momentum is only about 36_ ft-lb-scc along a CMG gimbal axis. The CMGs
have been driven into ghu near this minimum momentum state.
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Additional runs in which other CMGs were failed indicate that the
HEAO performance specifications can be met using any three CMGs. In each
case the CMGs must be initiaIized to a new null state. If, however, a full
orbit under worst conditions must be attained 1)elbre CMG desaturation or
gs'ro-hang-up, the CMG nmmentum must be increased to 500 ft-lb-sec per
wheel, ihms with the momentum per CMG raised to 500 ft-lb-sec illustrate
that the gimbal angles stay relatively small over one orbital period, even with
one CMG failed, and both pointing and jitter specifications are more than
satisfied. If more than four CMGs are used, the induced cross coupling
effects (see Figure C-12 at 4600 seconds) become less and the maximum
contribution steering law performance is enhanced. The MC offers maximum
growth potential because more CMGs can be added without altering the basic
form of the steering law or the mathematic,'d manil)ulations .
With the addition of magnetic torquers for CMG momentmn nlanage-
ment, the pointing improves by a factor of about 100 and the jitter by a factor
of 4. As illustrated in Figure C-I7, the maxinlmn peak values are 0. 022 arc
nlin pointing, 0.16 arc rain roll. and 0.19 arc sec/sec jitter. The gimbal
angles stay less than 4 degrees over the orbit and the magnetic system dumps
about 400 ft-lb-sec momcntunl. After tailing any CMG. the nlaglletic systenl
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will automatically force the CMGs to a new null position. No reprogramming
or changes are required in the MC steering law. After finding a new null, the
three-CMG system with magnetics performs the same as the four-CMG
system shown in Figure C-17. If two CMGs are failed, direct magnetic
torque must be used in addition to magnetic momentum dumping for control
of a vehicle axis. Most of the time, HEAO performance requirements can be
maintained. However, there are short time intervals of about 50 seconds
during some orbits that 1 arc rain pointing is exceeded. The MC steering law
with magnetics is the simplest way of'providing fail operational capability.
In run MC-102, CMG number 3 and number 4 were failed by setting
their momentum to zero. No changes were made in the steering law, nor
were the remaining two CMGs set to a new null position. Without magnetics
the program diverged. There was an initial momentum of 250 ft-lb-sec on
both the Y and Z axes that produced initial vehicle rotations. The two opera-
tional CMGs could not correct the situation without additional torque from
either the RCS or bar torquers. In the next run (MC-103), the magnetic
system was used to provide both direct torque and CMG momentum manage-
ment. The performance is shown in Figure C-18. During the first quarter
orbit, the CMGs are automatically driven to a new null position by the magnetic
system, during which time the initial pointing error is about 0.16 degree and
the roll error peaks at 15.6 arc rain at 1000 seconds. The new null position
is with CMG angles o l = -59 and o2 = 59 degrees. At these angles the
CMG momentum vectors are opposite each other on the intersection of their
momentum planes. The _xis that cannot be controlled by the two CMGs is
approximately aligned with the momentum vectors at their null position. The
magnetic system must provide torque about the uncontrolled ,axes. After the
new null is attained, the peak errors are 0.48 arc rain pointing and 0.36 arc
rain roll. The jitter is well within the botmds specified [or HEAO. The CMG
gimbal angles are shown in Figure C-19. Dashed lines represent the null
position for the two operational CMGs. The angular excursions from the
null are less than 10 degrees once it has been established. The accumulated
CMG momentum oscillates proportional to the gimbal angle deviations with
peak values of about 100 ft-lb-sec {not shown}.
The maximum contribution is the only steering law that provided fail
operational capability when any two CMGs were failed. No logic is required
to detect the failures and no modifications to the steering law are necessary
with magnetics. The magnetic system permits any CMG-out type failure
without any detection and logic required to define a new CMG null position.
With the MC steering law, each gimbal is commanded independently of the
others; therefore, no modifications are required when any CMG fails.
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Pseudo Inverse Steering Law
Typical performance with all CMGs operating using the pseudo inverse
(PD steering law is shown in Figure C-20. The maximum deviations are
0. 062 arc min on both the experiment and solar pointing axes and less than
0. 004 arc see/see jitter which clearly meet HEAO-C specifications. No
momentum has been dumped. As a result of secular g.g. momentum, the
CMG gimbal angles get rather large. As shown in Figure C-21, gimbal
angle number 3 attains a value of 142 degrees at the end of one orbit, T o ,
while CMG gimbals one and two reach a magnitude of 82 degrees. Although
not shown, saturation is attained near two orbits with c_1 = -90, Q2 = 180,
c_3 = 90, and _4 = 0 at which time control is lost.
Using the pseudo inverse steering law, the vehicle angular rates stay
very small, consequently the pointing performance is very smooth. The
pointing error (Fig. C-20) has the same shape as the gravity gradient dis-
turbance torque (Fig. C-3). The momentum accumulated by the CMGs is the
same as the gravity gradient momentum shown in Figure C-4 but opposite in
sign, and total magnitudes are identical until the time of CMG saturation after
which the two diverge and pointing control is lost. CMG saturation also
corresponds to gyro hang-up and to a mathematical singularity in the steering
law algorithm. Using the pseudo inverse, those gimbal angle combinations
which produce gyro hang-up will also cause the determinant of the ICC't
matrix to go to zero. Although there are an infinite number of CMG gimbal
conditions that can produce gyro hang-up internal to the maximum momentum
envelope, these conditions were not encountered under normal pointing condi-
tions. But by replacing the cyclic g.g. torque by a properly directed constant
torque, gyro hang-up could always be encountered. Much more work is
needed to characterize the g):ro hang-up problem associated with SG CMGs
and to assess its impact on vehicle pointing performance.
With the addition of electromagnets for continuous momentum dump,
the performance improves by about a factor of four, as shown in Figure C-22.
With the magnetic torquers sized at 0.4 ft-lb/gauss and a magnetic loop gain
K equal to 0.01 sec -1, the maximum pointing error is 0. 019 arc min.
m
Since momenttml is being continuously dumped, the stored CMG
momentum stays near zero. Consequently, the CMG gimbal angles, shown
in Figure C-23, deviate less than 4 degrees from their null position. Both
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the gravity gradient and the accumulated CMG momenta are shownin Figure
C-24. The difference betweenthe curves rel)resents the momentum that has
beendumpedby tile inagamtiesystem, about 40(JIt-IS-see 1)o1'orbit. The coil
dii_¢,lc,_,>h,>,.vtlin I:igttrc C-25, h:lv(_boca h'dr¢lliniJtc_l lie ll_4 ll-llt/guuss and
c_ll!ln:m,lc'dprol_()rti(inally to the vect_lr COmlJonentsel the store(I CMG
tli(,lileliltktllt0 The (]ipote contmttnds\vere derived in Appendix A. As noted.
the X -axis colq_poneFitsaturates during the orbit. By _lecreasing K to
\i nl
0. 001, the coils do not saturate, but not <<is nlueh momentum is dumped and
a corresponlling increase occurs in CSlG gimbal angles. The pointing per-
term:race is relqtivcly tmchanged. However, by increasing K to 0.1, all
111
the c_uls reach saturtitilm vLtlucs. Both tile stored momenta and gimbal
:tllgles stay ile:/F zui'(,. }}tilt the pointing l)erlormance is degraded slightly.
Using still higher K v:ducs causes the coil dipoles to react in a bang-lmng
ill
manner that produces a magnetic torque \_hieh greatly degrades the pointing
• tperlormance. B:ise(t oil sck cl :i, t'tut5 ill v, hich l{ \\'its varied, a magnetic
11!
loop gain el {). 01 is recommen(k,(t t()r (._mtinuou> momentun_ dump. I,'igure
C-2G ill,lstratc,_5 the JnuD]ctic torque aptJlic¢] to the spacecralt as the result of
the coil dipoles shown m Figure C-ZS, The components el the magnetic torque
are about equal to that of gravity gradient in both magnitude and shape,
indicating that the nlag]letic system in. indeed, cotmter:lcting the environ-
mental torque, leaving the CMGs with relatively little to do.
" .' ::< ,_ 4 -,. .\ sllt¢,Cl[ i',tz_,tlC'{i<::-: tilL: i,,[l c_'l']t)l' [/C':tI.S at :tbout O. {172 are
n)in I;_;{ _,itl_ llla_2/lt(2li¢:s il il__CrO:)'*(','- I() (). t :ll'¢' ll_in. These data are ill
c.,._:lt., :; [ i,_ [}}:_>L _'t:l_'!F,t{!v (i}}st!F\:otn \\[iwi1 c()lllt);ll.il]_/P,,l'l()l'li_:tllCe \vJth and
\\'ith()td the itlagt-lc, ltJ(: s3 SiCIlY. ii"1 {Ill ('aS__'S \vhore el'r()FS a})otR two tLxes were
l()()[--::-.[llll.-:-(itl;!i'otl t_) _(_,I the_: ]-.ointiti_; t,I'I.()F, []1{, list* o1' (,ol]lJYltiOtlS electro-
illa_{i)otic l/l¢)i_telltCl_li ,l_ll-_i_il].2 , il-til;iV_Jv_ql l)C'l'lt()i'lil;.ll'lOC.:'.
(. 7\1() llttiit})C!F :{ _<_,<4 ltui]e(I Ijy setting its lll_>itiellltU'il tO zero. ttox\ever,
no ehm_ge was made in computing tile gimbal rate commamls itor the remaining
CMGs. and the elements o[ the column vector in the CMG torque matrix
corresl_rmdina to tile failetl C,M(; \_et'(' t:ot ><_t t¢) zero. In rim PI-(i'<J the gimbal
:mi_;lc'-; _; c' i_(>l, iiiJtitllJze<t tl_ a ne\v nutl f.>:iti(_n t l)ositJoii at which the CMG
itli_l]tL,i}ltilii i,'-i Z('I'_)) [OF the !hic, e _q)t,t':_ti_,_t,</! t'/_[C>. 'I1_(, ,__[icct \vas to pro-
duce u biuse(I l]lolllelltCtill ColIIpOlIClIt t_)l LJ;-_(i ll- ll)-::cc' t_ll ttic positive Y-axis.
\Vithout mag;l_etics; pointing eontr<_l \\a:_ h,si :if tot ll)lt0 st,(. <Jri)it time and
did not rc, co\,cr. The CSlGs had to 10e initictlizetl to :/ nc\\ null position using
tile HC5 s3stem allot" which control was inail_tah_ed tlllti] C,dG saturation.
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In an attempt to find a new null with CMG number 3 failed, maximum
use was made of the magnetic system by setting K = 1 for direct magnetic
c
torque control and K = 0.01 for CMG momentum dump. The results are
m
summarized by Figures C-28 through C-31. The magnetic system forced the
CMGs to a new null position while maintaining HEAO-C pointing requirements.
The peak pointing error (Fig. C-28) was 0. 084 arc min and the jitter was
0.72 arc sec/sec. The new null position was attained after about 2000 seconds
(Fig. C-29) with _1 = 0, c_2 = 56.4, and ce4= -56.4 degrees. As shown in
Figure C-30, the initial CMG momentum was 250 ft-lb-sec but the magnetic
system rapidly reduces it to less than 40 ft-lb-sec after 2000 seconds time.
In so doing, the magnetic system was continuously exercised and all the dipoles
were saturated at 1000 seconds (Fig. C-31), but toward the end of the orbit
were operating in their linear regions. In addition to dumping the initial
momentum of 250 ft-lb-sec, the accumulated g.g. momentum of about 400
ft-lb-sec has also been dumped. During this orbit, the magnetic torque com-
ponents which were generated attained magnitudes of 0.22 ft-lb, a value
greater than the gravity disturbance torque. With the magnetic system, the
CMGs continued to operate about the new null with less than 4 degrees gimbal
variation over the next several orbits (not shown). ]'he pointing performance
was only slightlydegraded from that shown in Figure C-22 with all four CMGs
operating.
In additional cases (runs PI-98 and-99) the elements of the torque
matrix corresponding to the failed CMG were set to zero. The performance
of the three operational CMGs equaled that obtained with all four operating
once the new null had been established. With, one CMG out, there are three
remaining gimbal angles and three equations that relate them to the commanded
torque, in which ease an exact inverse can be used to obtain the CMG steering
law. Additional eases (not shown) were programmed with exact inverses for
three CMG configurations. Data from these cases were compared with those
of the pseudo inverse with one CMG out. The results we_'(_ identical. That is,
with one CMG out, the pseudo inverse steering law reduces to an exact inverse.
Again, the simulation data agree with the theory of the pseudo inverse [8 and
12].
With continuous momentum dump, the CMGs do not accumulate much
momentum. In a subsequent run (not shown) four 25 ft-[b-scc CMGs were
used to maintain satisfactory performance. In general, the electromagnet
aligned with the axis of minimum inertia does more work than the dipoles along
the other axes. In the next run (not shown) the X -axis coilwas failed, as
V
well as CMG number 3, and the pointing performance was relatively unchanged.
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However, only about two-thirds of the accumulatedgravity momentum was
dumped. The system could saturate in about four orbits if a worst-case
attitude hold were maintained with one CMGand one coil failure.
With the magnetic system dumping momentum, two CMGswere failed
and, without modifying the steering law, control was lost. With two CMGs
failed, the remaining two CMGs can provide only two-axis control. The third
axis must be controlled by magnetics or the I_CS. Moreover, the pseudo
inverse must be reprogrammed. Since there are only two unknowns (timbal
rates) and three known quantities (commanded torque components), the
pseudo inverse has the form
-t-
C _ (c _C)-Ic,
and the giml)al rates are
ct, = C T
C
In this ease, the torque matrix C is a ;l by 2 matrix and the pseudo inverse,
..p
C , is 2 by ;_ matrix. To obtain maximum use of the magnetic system, both
direct torque (K , 1.0) and mon_entum dump (K -_ 0.01) commands were
C nl
used to drive the coils. The pointing performance in shown in l:igure C-:12
with r_,_[r;,: !:_Jm}_(._ 2 :_,:,1 i_:::> ,,r t (:!ilc,(I. The l)()itlting • err'or l)_alqs fit 2;350
seconds with a value el (*.22 al'c mill. In this i)artieular ease, the roll error
al)out the. r,xperiment axis in -t.8 qr(' rain. The magnetic system is I)roviding
roll control and at 2750 seconds the earth's field is unfavorable for roll con-
trol (Fig. C-7). Both the Y and Z axes components (B and B ) are near
v v y z
zero and the Xv axis coml}onent (Bx) cannot be used to l)roduee roll control
torque. Therefore, at 2750 seconds, the roll axis is not being controlled and
the roll error is building up. However, this condition lasts only for about
50 seconds during the orbit before the earth's magnetic field changes and roll
control is re-established. Although the roll error is large compared to the
pointing error, it in still within the 5 arc rain goal baselined for ttEAO-C.
Additional runs were made with only two CMGs operational and augmente(1 with
magnetic torques. In most cases, the tlI<AO-C pointing requirements were
maintained. In those eases where the errors exceeded requirements, the
excess errors were only for very short time intervals during the orbit, less
than 100 seconds per orbit. It is concluded that, in all but the most unfavorable
pointing orientations and ort)it conditions, two CMGs augmented with direct
magnetic torque can meet the HEAO-C pointing requirements.
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using the pseudo inverse with magnetic control.
With CMG number 2 and number 4 out, the momentum vectors of CMG
number 1 and number ;3are equal but opposite in direction. The two-CMG
system is, therefore, at a null position. The variation in gimbal angles,
shown in Figure C-33, is less than 10 degrees over the orbital period and the
accumulated momentum (not shown) is less than 100 ft-lb-sec.
T o
The Bendix Three-Gimbal Inverse
The three-gimbal inverse steering law proposed by Bendix [6] is more
complex than any of the other laws. Consequently, more time and effort were
required for simulation. The four 3 by 3 matrices were inverted by several
methods: (1) a subroutine for matrix inversion, (2) direct programming for
each inverse, and (3) an iterative technique for which the matrix elements
were updated at each time step. Each method gave somewhat different results.
All, however, produced similar trends without magnetic dump. At about 1200
seconds in the orbit, the torque vectors for CMG number 1 and number 3
became colinear causing the determinants of matrices A 2 and At to approach
zero. Even though a three-dimensional space was still spanned by CMG torque
vectors number 2 and number 4 and a vector aligned with number 1 and number
3, the program diverged due to mathematical singularities. For the three-
gimbal inverse to perform properly, it is absolutely essential that singularity
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detection and avoidance schemes 1)e incorporated into the steering law. ttow-
ever, _1_,_, _o tile c omt_h,xitv o['_;uch :._.h_,m(,s, this was not done during the
sim .itat io,_.
With the directly i)l'ogranlme(I inverse, the singularities occurred at
1200 seconds. In contrast, the subroutine for matrix inversion used anitera-
tire method and, hence, was not quite as sensith'e to singularities. With this
subroutine, the lJ]'ogram diverged fit 1700 seconds, ttowevel', with the itera-
tire technique utilizing matrix element update, the determinants were not used
in o)taining the inverse. With this inverse, oscillations occurred at 1800
seconds after which control was regained and pointing performance maintained
over most of the orbit. Figure C-:_4 shows pointing performance using the
iterttive technique. The I)eak error of 5.4 arc rain occurs fit a time (1900
seconds) just after the time the matric_,s would have singularity. As illus-
trated, the performance is not smooth and, many times during the three-
fourths orbit period, the jitter exceeded tlEAO requirements.
The gimbal angles are shown in Figure C-35. Notice the sharp breaks
where the singularities occurred (1900 seconds). The movements are irregu-
lar especially at 1700 and 4000 seeonds, although the general trends are simi-
lar to those obtained with the other steering laws.
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Figure C-35. CMG gimbal angles for the three-gimbal inverse
versus orbit time (103 see).
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With electromagnets inserted and used for continuous CMG momentum
management, the gimbal angles stay small, thus, avoiding the singular condi-
tion. In these eases, the perl'ormanee of the three-gimbal inverse was com-
parable with that obtained })y the other steering laws and, therefore, is not
s h ow n.
The shortcoming of the three-gimbal inverse is that most of its singu-
larities are self-induced. That is, the basic law itself I)ermits mathematical
singularities that are not singularities for the other steering laws. However,
with a suitable singularity detection and avoidanee scheme, the full momentum
envelope could probably 1)e utilized for control I)urposes. Nevertheless, the
eoml)lexity of the scheme with the associated matrix inversion t)roeedures
appears to prohibit its use.
Transpose with Torque Feedback
The transpose tyl)e steering law is derived t)v taking the transl)ose of
the CMG torque matrix ns an approximation for its inverse. The gimbal rate
commands are:
u-
c_ 1 -(C11T _ C T + (' T )/It
ex 21 ey 1 ez
(_' = -(C12T + C T + C32Tez)/II2 ex 22 ey
(} : _(CI:T -, C T = C Tc, z)/tIc'.\ '2:', c 5
and
(_'4 .... (C14T + C T + C T )/If
cx 24 ey 34 cz
where Cij are the elements of the torque matrix, T are the components
ex, 3'_ z
of the commanded torque, and H is the monlentunl per CMG. Typical l)erlor-
manee is shown in Figure C-36. The pointing error is 0._ arc rain, and the
roll error exceeds that speeilie(I lor IlEA(.). tlowever, by doubling the feed-
back gall1 on the roll axis (axis of minimum inertia), the roll error (not shown)
wnb less than the pointing error. The peakl)ointing errors are caused by two
fatctozb: (1) Just before 4500 seconds, the CMG gimbal positions (FIR. c-37)
v'ere ver., near the gyro hanK-u p position of (_t = -90, oe2 = 0, o_a = 90, and
'_l = 0 an¢i (2) _I'he nonlinear terms in the Euler equations added signifieantly
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to the error. These terms are products of the body angular rate multiplied by
the accumulated CMG momentum. The body rates (jitter) peaked at about 0.98
are see/see with over 400 ft-lb-see accumulated in the CMGs which produced
errors through their vector cross product terms in the Euler equations.
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A magnetic system was added for CMG momentum dump. The perform-
anee (Fig. C-38) was about 0. 026 arm min pointing and 0.2 arc min roll. The
pc,_tk jitter (uot shown) was u. 27 arc sec//scc. This performance is not quite
:t._ ;:_,_<t :t/ th'at >!)t:dn(,_ \vitt_ the other ste_,ringlaws using magnetics, basically
])(.'c:tIIS{' l}_1¢' tr_r(lu(' ])l'C,([Hce(] [)cr unit torqu(, COlllltlan(led is Ilol. unity. The
._iml_a[ :_J-,.t=,_ stay less than -1 dc,4rc_,,_ \\hen tile lYKtglletic sySlcln is used for
C,XI(; n_(_l_untum management, l)uring most runs simulating normal pointing
mode, s, the CMG gimt)al rate limits arc never attained.
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where h is the CMGtorque vector components. Figure C-39 shows the
x, y, z
pointing performance. The response is oscillatory during the first half-orbit
between0. 005and 0.018 degree. The peak error of 4.7 arc min occurs at
4700 seconds, at which time the roll error is 1.05 degrees and jitter is 0.47
deg/sec. Thesedata are the worst obtained with any steering law. On exami-
nation of the gimbal rates they are all chattering betweentheir hard limits of
I deg/sec. Although it appears that the oscillations have a period of 100
seconds, that could be a false conclusion since the data were hand-plotted from
computer printout at each 50 secondsof the orbit. Therefore the gimbal angu-
lar rates andpointing errors could be chattering at a higher frequency between
the 1000and 3400secondperiod. The CMGtorque feedbackhas the effect of
greatly increasing the control system gain through the CMG loop, by adding a
lead to the system. To properly stabilize the system, tachometer dynamics
or a lag filter needs to be inserted in the CMG torque ff'edback loop. However,
this was not done during the simulation, so the results obtained are not repre-
sentative of a properly opeFating system. The gimbal angles (not shown)
approximately equaled those shown in Figure C-37, but were not as smooth.
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Figure C-39. Transpose with torque feedback performance.
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Magnetics were added on the next run. As in the other magnetic runs,
the '.timlml nn_'les stnye¢l small, less than-I degrees, over the orbital period.
tl()wcvc, r the _imbal rates still chattered continuously but the performance
,,_a> _';,ti3 iml)r()vod. P(.'ak ert'oi's were 0.16 arc rain in ])(tinting, 1.6 arc
thin m roll. and D. ;_ arc soc/'sec m jitter. Data from this rtm are not shown.
The BECO H-Distribution
Tylfi(-al l)erlormancc usinK the BI<C() steering law is shown in Figure
t' +tl. 'l't+c. i_(,:lI< i)t.intJng errc>t + is _1. 1(;ai'u tllJll at -IS(I()sec'_>n(ls end the peak
i',Jll c,rt'<Jt' is I). !_.7 ai'c nlin at ltH)ti _,ecoilcl,q, Compared with the pseudo
inv(_'l'_c i l,j<,> (.'-zu and C-:21) thc t)el'It._i'ill_tllc'c2 iS de,_i'mted by a factor o1'
111. IJ(J\\evcr, in '<t(i(liti(Ji-iaJ t'LilI5 tm)l siio_n), the g'.iiil l:l(..tor on the l(.iLil'th
ginibul l{t.[tJ '&Lt.S hlc'rcasc'(l ll'otlI 0. Oltt)()(i in I'Llll 1$-10 tO 0. 001 and the t)er-
iol'l'llHilCt; '3.,i:-, ;tlJtJtCJ.\iiilato[._, tirol c>btail-iCcl t_ith the pseudo JlIVL_Fse. In run
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sitot_n 11] ]Vlgcll'C C 21. ,'\t the t'll(t tit t)l]e OFbi{, (11 -ll)(J. _ .,- llO. _:1 166,
and ",1 : 1_ dcgr(sc's. As tile rtll] c()ntinuc'd into tile second orbit, a
singularity xxas encountered tit Sq)(i_) seconds, about one and one-hall orbits,
at which time control was lost. F(li" Ibis run, pointing control w'ts lost about
()ne-thir_l e_vlfil so()pcI' with the 17,Et'()la\v th:ul with the, i)scu(Io ilwcrSco
IW> l_,st lh_, al)ilit\ otthe II]':CO steering la\\ for (listril)utin2, nl_inenturn,
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v v
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H-distribution law performed as advocated. The same conditions were run
with the pseudo inverse law but, as shown in Figure C-43, the gyro hang-up
condition was encountered at about 1500 seconds and control was lost. The
system did not recover but stayed in the hang-up condition. The corresponding
gimbal angles are shown in Figure C-44 for the pseudo inverse and in Figure
C-45 for the BECO steering laws. The BECO law forced the fourth gimbal
angle to move 180 degrees so that the full momentum envelope was utilized.
Prior to the gyro hang-up condition, the gimbal angles were the same for
either case. However, at 1300 seconds, the BECO law forces gimbals
number 4 and number 2 from their null positions to avoid the hang-up condi-
tion. In so doing, gimbal number 1 is rapidly forced past the critical 90-
degree point, attains a peak of slightly more than 140 degrees, and then
decreases to 90 degrees at saturation. The CMGs are saturated in the
Y -axis at 4000 seconds with _1 : 90, _2= 0, a 3= -90 and _4= 180 degrees.
V
As previously defined, saturation represents the ultimate in gyro hang-up but
cannot be avoided by any steering law, unless momentum is dumped. Control
is always lost at saturation but some cases of gyro hang-up internal to the
momentum envelope can be avoided by the steering law. The BECO law may
be directional and needs further development to prove its ability in preventing
gyro hang-up conditions.
SUMMARY
During the study, several CMG steering laws were evaluated. As long
as the gimbal angles stay less than 90 degrees, ahnost any steering law can
meet theHEAO requirements. With 250 ft-lb-sec CMGs, the gimbal angles
get large within an orbit, thereby, ruling out the use of a constant gain steer-
ing law. When one CMG has failed, the remaining CMGs must work harder.
With several of the steering laws (the Bendix three-gimbal inverse, for
example) the failure must be identified and corrective changes made. After
making any required changes, the resulting steering law must be identical
to the exact inverse of the 3 by 3 torque matrix to prevent degradation in
pointing performance. Based on both simulation results and mathematical
theory, the pseudo inverse steering law reduces to an exact inverse when any
CMG is arbitrarily deactivated. With the pseudo inverse, system performance
is not degraded by using only three CMGs [or control.
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To allow more than one CMG failure without affecting performance,
consideration should be given to using more CMGs but with each sized to a
lower momentum capacity. For the same total momentunl capacity, six
125 ft-lb-sec CMGs would permit three failures without degrading performance.
However, with three failures, the momentmn would have to be dmnped about
each half-orbit to prevent saturation under worst-case environmental
conditions.
Based on estimated impulse requirements for CMG momentum manage-
ment, the fuel weights for an all-RCS dump could become prohibitive, espe-
cially for a growth version of HEAO, for which the inertia distribution becomes
less favorable. The alternative system recommended for HEAO utilizes
electromagnetic torquers reacting with the earth's magnetic field to dump
accumulated momentmn. In this case, an RCS is not needed after the OAS
burn control period. Tradeoffs show that the magnetic system is better than
RCS from both a weight and reliability viewpoint. Moreover, the low torque
levels of a magnetic system permits continuous momentum dmnping without
interfering with experiment pointing. Simulations show and analysis has
proven that, as an added bonus, a magnetic CMG desaturation system improves
pointing performance by providing integral control of the attitude error signal
through the magnetic loop. Since CMG momentum is continuously dumped,
the gimbal angles stay small t less than 4 degrees for four 250 ft-lb-see CMGs)
and, typically, the stored momentum is less than 20 ft-lb-sec. Hence, with
a magnetic CMG desaturation system, the CMG momentum per wheel could
be reduced considerably as compared with the present baseline size. Alter-
natively, a greater depth of CMO failures could be tolerated without degrading
performance.
Magnetic momentum dmnp always keeps the CMG gimbal angles and
momentum small, permitting linear operation of the steering law. The per-
formunce of any steering law is enhanced by the magnetic system. With
small gimbal angles, the performance obtained by various steering laws was
comparable. However, once the gimbal angles get large, the performance is
usually degraded by cross coupling and nonlinear effects in the Euler equa-
tions. Only the pseudo inverse and H-distribution laws performed without
degradation with large gimbal angles. Moreover, maneuvers were commanded
with the CMGs near a saturation condition to illustrate the transfer of momen-
tum from one spacecraft axis to another -- one of the reasons for selecting a
near spherical CMG momentmn profile for HEAO-C.
With continuous magnetic dumping, the constant gain steering law
meets all HEAO pointing requirements and woukl be the simplest to implement.
The maximum contribution with magnetics offers fail operational capability.
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Even with two CMG failures, no program changes are needed. The pseudo
inverse must be rept'ogrammed for two CMG failures. Neither the three-
gimbal inverse nor the It-distribution steering laws permit two failures.
Although the transpose with torque feedback is similar to the MC, CMG
failures were, not simulated and additional studies are needed to obtain the
proper stabilization networks for optimum performance. For the greatest
depth of failures without any, program modifications, the maximunl contribu-
tion steering law could be used for HEAO with a magnetic system utilized for
continuous lnolnenttllll IllanagelTlent,
Without magnetics and requiring at least one orbit of CMG control
prior to RCS dumping, a sufficiently large nmmentum envelope must be
available for control during attitude hold modes. Over extended periods
between dumps, the CMG gimbal angles and storccl momentum become large,
hence, cross coupling and nonlinear terms in the Euler equations can produce
significant pointing errors. Only the pseudo inverse and H-distribution
steering laws permitted full utilization of the CMG potential without unde-
sirable side effects. Moreover, either law provides growth potential for
greater pointing accuracies than is required for ttEAO. But since the pseudo
inverse also provides fail operational capability for one CMG out, without
reprogramming, it is recommended for use on FIEAO with a RCS used for
periodic momentum management.
Ingcncral _ith disturbance torques acting on all three axes, gyro
hang-up was not c_I1C()tlIII__Fc{I rising t)st_u(to ilIV_*l'se steering, tlowever, an
increase in pointing errors was observed whenever the gimbal angles were
near a gyro hang-up or singular condition. With the pseudo inverse steering
law as implemented, gyro hang-up also corresponds to singularity. An
alternate implementation of the pseudo inverse steering law is possible that
will completely remove singularities although internal hang-up conditions can
still be encountered. None of the laws simulated were designed to avoid hang-
up. However, the BECO law looks promising, although additional work is
required to prove its worth. As used in this report, singularities are a
mathematical occurrenc(: which is inherent to a specific steering law formu-
lation. Whereas, gyro hang-ut) is a t)hysieal orientation of the gimbal
positions which prevents the ,[esircd torque from being produced. Currently,
it appears that only about 50 to 60 percent of the total momentum envelope of
single gimbal CMGs is usable before encountering a possible hang-up
position. Much more research is needed to understand and devise ways of
avoiding gyro hang-up conditions and is outside the scope of this report.
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